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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
____________________________ ......... ...... 
CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
Most arithmetic teachers of seventh-grade pupils find 
themselves equipped in September with a set of textbooks, pos-
sibly a few workbooks, and a rather sketchy course of study. 
With these tools the teachers are to teach the children seventh-
grade arithmetic and prepare them so that they make at least one 
year's growth in achievement over their previous year's rating. 
Discovery of a Need 
The writer has tackled her challenge each year with 
her class, and soon discovered that the most difficult task in 
seventh-grade ari tl:1metic is the "new" subject of percentage. 
One obstacle seems to be that most classes seem to be made up 
of many slow learners who need more practice in the simple fun-
damentals of percentage than most textbooks present . 
I 
Another difficui ty seems to be that many textbooks go 1 
too quickly from the easy to the difficult problem. Some text- 11 
books present their exercises in such a way that children fail I 
because too many puzzling items are introduced at once. For ex-
ample, on a aingle po.ge, under the heading of Case I uaing frac~ 
tional equivalents, we may find listed: I 
:I 
20% of $35 1/5 of $35 is $7 
20% of ~24 1/5 of ~~24 is $4 .80 
20% of $19.95 1/5 of 19.95 is $4.99 
20% of $ 2 .98 1/5 of ~ 2.98 is $ .596 ($ .60 ) 
One has only to look at the solutions of these examples to dis-
cover that the first and third illustrations call for being 
able to use simple cancellation in multiplying fractions. In 
the second example it is also necessary to know how to change 
fractional parts of dollars into cents. In the last case, one 
must be able to do "'rounding offn to the nearest cent. 
A gradation of difficulties within each type of per-
centag e problem seems essential with slow learning pupils who 
need to succeed with the simplest assignment, and then proceed 
graduall y to the more difficult. Frequently we really need to 
have available 1'leve l assignments~• of minimum requirements, 
with extra credit for the mastery of the more difficult ma-
terial. 
In summary, the writer feels a need for reorganizing 
the material covered under the topics in percentage in grade 
seven so that the learning is more gradua~. Individual differ-
ences shoul d be considered so that minimum essentials are withi 
the grasp of all, and those vt.ith the ability are given an oppor-
tunity to solve r eally challenging problems. 
Statement of the Problem 
After extensive reading on the many phases of teach-
ing percentage , the writer concluded that it was worthwhile to 
make a collection of problems designed to help mathematics 
teachers to do a better job with percentage. 
These problems were to include both the abstract 
problems, commonly called Uexercises", and the concrete prob-
lems expressed by a given situation and frequently referred to 
simply as 11 problems". 
The intent was merely that this collection should 
serve as supplementary material to the usual textbook and work-
book for grade seven, and cover only the percentage phase of 
the year's arithmetic. 
With these thoughts in mind, the writer has entitled 
the stu~y "A Collection of Problems for the Improvement of the 
Study of Percentage in Grade Seven" . 
Justification of the Problem 
In grade seven most authorities would agree that the 
"new" topic to be mastered is entitled "Percentage". Although 
students frequently have heard the words "per cent", have 
striven for 100% participation in various activities 1 and 1 per· 
haps, had their papers marked in per cent for some time, now it 
is to become more meaningful to them. 
The ability to handle percentage problems accurately 
is one that should be carefully developed in order that the 
children may be able to compute the taxes on such items as cos i 
metics, telephone bills, amusement admissions; sales taxes on 
various goods if such are levied by their state; discounts on 
"sale goods'•; per cent of income or allowance spent for recre-
ation, food, car fare, and so forth. 
Problems of these types are live and vital, and in 
accord with leading authorities in the mathematical field who 
say: "The chief difficulty in much of arithmetic of the past 
and present is that it has been formalized, reduced to rules, 
and then extended in the form of meaningless examples. The im-
port ant consideration is that there shall be a. maximum of mean-
1 
ing and thinking in terms of ob jective situations." 
Today we find that practically all of the children 
are staying in school for a longer time. The regular classroo~ 
was found , with the aid of intelligence tests, to contain 20% 
of its population with I. ~ .'s of 90 or below. Potter has em-
. ·phasized, therefore, that "certain minimum of mathematical skil 
and knowledge is necessary for even the most mediocre success 
in the wor ld11 • 
With the slow learner particular~y, and with most 
children generally, it has been aiscovered that "Meaning in 
3 
arithmetic is knowing what one does when he does it ~r . Wheat 
suggests that if we have understanding in the first steps of a 
new arithmetic topic, the later ones will carry on further 
1a. M. Wilson, Mildred B. Stone, and Char~es o. Dal-
.rymple, TeachinS the New Arithmetic. (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Cpmpany, 1 67), p. 275. 
2Mary A. . Potter, urn Defense of Donald Dull _, '1 Mathe-
matics Teacher, 67:195-201 , May, 1944. 
3Harry J. \Nheat, 11 vVhy Not Be Sensible About Meaning ?" 
Mathematics Teacher, 38:99-102, March, 1945. 
know ledges and become clear in the chilc.ren 1 s minds. Especiall~ 
with the duller pupils there is an ever-present need for secur-
ity in their progression from the simple to the more difficult. 
With precisely these the cries in mind, this study was 
conceived in order to make the teaching of percentage of real 
value to seventh-grade pupils. 
CHAPTER II. 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
CHA.PrER II 
REVIEN OF RESEARCH 
The writer feels that a teacher must have an aim 
towards which he is constantly striving , and that errors which 
occur in the pupil's work may denote weaknesses in the way the 
teacher is presenting his materials to his pupils. For the pur 
pose of this study, it may be assumed that the objective is 11 to 
equip the pupils with the facts, l deas, and processes needed in 
everyday life; to provide automatic control of the fundamentals• 
to develop the power to apply the fundamen tals to concrete situ 
ations; t o develop the ability to think and the habit of think-
1 ing . 11 If this goal is accepted for grade seven, including the 
teaching of percentage as one of its phases , where does it 
break down? 
A Recognition of the Difficulties in the Study of Percentage 
2 Morton lists two chief difficulties in percentage: 
(1) Pupils undertake the study "without adequate understanding 
of the underlying fraction ideas 11 ; (;.:;) 11 Percentage is sometimes 
taught in such a way as to increase instead of diminish the 
1James R. Overman, Principles and Methods of Teaching 
Arithmetic . (New York: Lyons and Carnahan, 1920), pp. 5-13. 
2R. L. Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary 
School. (New York: Silver Burdett Co., 193U), Vol. II, pp. 066· 
410. 
() 
diff icuLty of the subject to the pupil." Certainly the teacher 
can d o something about his presentation which will try to off-
set these two difficulties! Mor ton would agree with the s tate-
1 
ment of K. C. Garrison who claims t hat it is a cont i nuous 
process from the fundamental processes through fractions, deci-
ma l s to per cents. 
Some very specific errors are listed by Klapper: 2 
(1) Failure to express per cents less than 1% correctly: 
.006, 5/300, 1/4%, 1/4 of 1% 
(2) Fai lure to recognize the many equivalent forms: 
5%, 5/100 of the number, .05, 5% times the number 
(3) Combination of types 1 and 2: 
.065 is .06 1/2 is 6 1/ 2 % is 6.5% 
{4) Failure to express whole numbers as per cent: 
5 times the number is 500% of the number 
(5) Failure to express one-place decimals in per cent form 
.4 is 40% (not 4%) 
(6) Failure to express mixed numbers in per cent form: 
7/4 is 1 3/4 is 1.75 is 175% 
124% is 1.24 is 1 24/~00 is 1 6/25 is 31/25. 
It is interesting to note that Knight3 also heads his 
lK. c. Garrison, Fundamental s of Psychology in Secon-
dary Education. (New York: Prentice Hall, .L906), p. 009. 
2p. Klapper, Teachi~ of Arithmetic. (New York: 
Appleton Century , 1934), p. 3 • 
3F. B. Knight, "Some Consideration of Method," Twenty 
ninth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, Chapter LV ( Bloomington, I.l.Linois: Pub.Lic Schoo.L Publi sh-
ing Company, 1930), p. 255. 
~--~------------------------------............ . 
list of errors made with (l) per cents less than 1%--.004 I , 
3/200, l/2%, or 1/2 of 1%. His other points are (2) 1% to 9%--
.04, 3/100, 6,% . (3) as in (2) but with fractions--.045, l/40, 
4 1/2%, 4.5%. (4) whole number per cents from 10% to 99%. {5) 
as in (4) but including fractions. (6) per cents greater than 
lUOjt . 
1 In 1946 Guiler gave the Christofferson-Rush-Guiler 
Analytical Survey Test in Computational Arithmetic to 936 ninth 
graders. When he analyzed the errors made in the percentage 
part of the test, he came up with rather startling results. In 
each of his five groups of percentage problems he expressed the 
per cent of children making errors in per cent as follows: 
Case I 51.6% 
Case II 47.7% 
Case III 94 . 0% 
Increase or decrease on 72.G% 
a. certain number 
Increase or decrease 88.~% 
that one number is 
on another 
Guiler2 conducted a similar analysis on college fresh 
men for three consecutive years at Miami University. This time 
the group was approximately two-thi rds girls and one-third boys 
1walter s. Guiler, 11Difficulties in Percentage Encoun 
tered by Ninth Grade Pupils, 11 Elementary School Journal, 46: 
p. 564, June, 1946. 
2walter s. Guiler, iiDifficulties Encountered in Per-
centage by CoLLege Freshmen, 11 Journal of Educational Research, 
40: p. 83, October, 1946. 
8 
Using the same categ ories as those above on a total of 925 stu-




(sli ghtly more than) 1/2 
(more than) 1/2 
(approximately) 7/8 
Increase or decrease on a 
g iven number (nearly) 1/2 
Increase or decrease that one 
number is on another {approximately) 0/4 
Four hundred high~school freshmen were g iven a mul-
l 
tiple :·,,choice type of test in percentag e by Lee. The i terns 
were divided into both computationa l and interpretational sec-
tions. Each of these covered a general understanding of per-
centag e as well as all three cases. He found that less than 
half of t he freshmen could make correct choices for either Case 
II or Case III on the interpretation section, ana that onl y 
sli ghtly more than half coula select the right computational 
answer for these two cases. 
Another recognized aut hority, Brueckner , 2 claims 
there are seven sKills involved in the study of percentage. 
They are: (1) Changing decimals to hundredths to per cent 
(2) Changing per cents to decimals 
1Arthur E . Lee, 11 Dia.gnosi s of Disabilities in Arith-
metic Essentials," The Teaching of Mathematics i n Grad es I 
Through VIII, bibliog. Review of Educational Research, 21:~90-
304, October, 1951. 
2Leo J. Brueckner, Diagnostic and Remedial Teachi ng 
in Arithmetic. (Philadelphia: Winston, 1930 ), pp. ~38-258. 
9 
( 3) Changing fractions to decimal.s 
(4) Changing fractions to per cents 
(5) Using Case I 
( 6) Using Case II 
(7) Using Case III 
He administered the Brueckner Di agnostic Test covering these 
seven items to four hundred five 7A pupils. Summarizing the 
1 
errors made in each of these types, it was found: 
Type I More than 40% of the chil.dren made errors 
Type II More than 25 ~& 
Type III Approximately 10 7t , o
Type IV Approximately 40% 
Type v Approximately 4U% 
Type VI Almost 70% 
Type VII More than 85%. 
In summarizing the dif f iculties already mentioned, it 
was found that there were too many errors made in all phases of 
percentage work. The students tested seemed to make error s as 
seventh g raders when the topics were newly taught, and they re-
tained so little fundamental knowledge of per cent that as nint 
gracters, or even as college freshme n , they still. failed drasti -
cally! 
What suggestions have been made by the authorities 
for remedying these situations? 
tO 
.. 
Suggestions for \Improving the Difficulties 
To try to account for the difficulties that obviously 
occur too frequently in the study of percentage , the teacher 
might ask himself--are the problems in percentage bouna up with 
the l ives and interests of the pupils at home, in shops, and in 
what they see ana hear in their community?1 
Among the suggestions made by the National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics2 in its check list for functional com-
petence in mathematics are : (l) Does the pupil have a fixed 
habit of estimating an answer before he does the computation, 
and of verifying the answer afterward? (2) Does the pupil know 
how to use rounded numbers? (3) Does the pupil have a basis for 
deaiing 1ntelligently with the main problems of the consumer ; 
the cost of borrowing money; insurance protection; wise manage-
ment of money; buying the best values on a given income, keep-
ing in mina quantity and quaiity? They suggest further that 
i•mathematics teachers need to give careful considerat ion to the 
possibllities of muitisensory aids 11 • The Armed Forces proved 
that there was great saving of time in using motion pictures, 
filmstrips , slides , graphic charts, models, and recordings when 
teaching mathematics to students taking specialized mathematics 
1Ralph Mansfield , '1Basic Mathematics--A Key to Democ-
ra.cy , ii Mathematics Teacher, 67 : 248-253 , October, 1944 . 
2National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, · llThe 
Second Report of the Commission on Post-War Plans for the Im-
provement of Mathematics in Grades I to XIV , '' Mathematics 




ulVieaning opens the door to subsequent learning . rr 1 
\Vheat continues to state that children can grasp the meaning of 
an arithmetic situation only when they are properLy introduc ed 
to the problem, and that meaning provides the key to each sue -
ceeding step in the procedure. 
2 The United States Office of Educati on also stresses 
the 1mportance of approximation, and estimation as a quaLity 
being weak in army students studying mathematics . Unless a stu 
dent has a sense of' the reasonable answer , he may not be aware 
of his error. 
In answering the question nvfu.at is the Matter with 
3 Arithmetic?'i McMurry states that '' arithmetic is one of the 
chief means by whi ch one can reach an understanding of the life ! 
of a miner , or of a farmer, or of a storekeeper . The answers 
to their problems describe their lives ; and such problems are 
all about us for the teachers who can see them. 11 Motivation, 
he claims , is very ess ential ; arithmetic needs enriching rather 
than mechanizing; problems should deal with vital subjects, and 
the answers should tell a story . 
1Harry J . Wheat , t'Why Not Be Sensible About Meaning?" 
Mathematics Teacher , 38 : 99-102, March, 1945. 
2united States Office of Education, nEssential Mathe-
matics for Minimum Army Needs, 11 Mathematics Te acher, 66 : 243 -
288, October , 1943 . 
3Frank McMurry, t• vvhat is the I:. atter with Ari thmetic?" 
Educat ion, 54 : 449-451 , April , 1934 . 
·<tl ~;, 
-er , ·::JJ 
Rogers i suggests th~t percentage presents a new l ang-
uage and a new way to express quantitative relationships. It 
has more meaning to the pupil when it is associated with his 
immediate environment and experience. He adds that early mas-
tery in the subject depends on the previous understandings of 
common fractions and decimal f r actions . 
2 .. 
Guiler attributes the weaknesses in percentage, as 
shown in his study of college freshmen, to a 11 lack of under-
standing of procedure, an inability to apply the idea of per 
cent as 'hundredths', and a difficul~y in changing fractional 
and decimal quotients to :per cent equivalents". 
In analyzing the errors made by seventh graders in 
3 
his study, Brueckner finds the chief causes to be: u (l) the 
inability to manipulate decimals properly, and (2) a lack of 
understanding of the process involved. 11 
When summarizi~g the difficult ies in percentage made I 
by ninth graders, Guiler claims that the pupils have a very in~ 
accurate concept or understanding of increase or aecrease of on~ 
number on another, and also of Case III. In general , about one 
1
1 
fifth of the errors made in all areas were of the decimal naturE • 
How important this fraction, decimal, per cent relationship ist 
1Mary Rogers , uPossible Articulation for the J. H.S. 
with the Elementary School and the S.H.S., " Mathematics Teacher, 
38:252-458, October, i945. I 
2 Guiler, "College Freshmen," p. 83. 
3Brueckner, ££• cit., pp. 238-258. 
4Guiler, 11 Ninth Grade Pupils, " p. 564. 
I 
1 
It is apparent that errors which are made in arith-
metic in general, and specifically in percentage, can be guarde 
against by a foresi ghted, alert teacher. The previous sugges-
tions made 
,, 
1 pitfalls. I 
by these specialists should help prevent the common 
For an all-inclusive, specific analysis of his study II 
1 ' 
tn percentage, Edwards probably furnishes the teachev of errors 
with conclusions which are very worthwhile . He states that the 
pupils in his study had (1) an insignificant sense of the prob-
lem, (2) a tendency to fo l low an action pattern--do some easy 
and familiar procedure which was inappropriate, (3) the correct ! 
connections but they were improperly attached. He classifies 
error-making further as: arithmetic stuttering or sensory-motor 
slips, wrong attachments of a single nature such as 3/8 = 62 
l/2~b , and general confusion. To him, it is as important to 
know what not to do as to do the proper thing. It is interest-
ing to note, also, that the errors made by the dull were not 
different errors from those made by the brighter pupils--the 
dull er children just made errors more frequently. All children 
seen to bave a tendency 11when facing a difficult situation, to 
shift it to one suggested by the visual configuration which is 
2 
more f amiliar and easy." 
of 
Concepts of Percentage Covered by Courses of Study 
In examining courses of study to determine the areas 
of coverage in percentage , the writer f ound that practically 
all suggest e el similar items. They varied greatly in that some 
went into greater de tai l than others. Courses of study were re T! 
viewed from New Engl and towns and cities, inc l uding several 
from s uburban Bos t on; larger cities in the south; and iarge 
cities in the west. State courses from two of the New England 
states were also studied . In general, they agreed that the 
topic percentage sbould be formal ly taken up in grade seven . 
As for specific items, some courses recommended the 
study of percentage with all t hr ee cases in Grade VII , and 
others did not int roduce Case III until the eighth grade . Iiost 
of them suggested teaching commission and single d iscounts to 
the seventh grade, and teaching chain or successive discounts 
to Grade Ei ght; similarly, simple int erest was placed in Grade 
Sev en, and compound interest and a iscounting interest -be aring 
notes were p lanned for Grade Ei ght . 
The writer realizes that a teacher is expected to use 
as h i s guide the course of study approved by hi s own locality, 
and that such a course has probably been influenced by t he re-
quirements suggested by its state. The coverage decided upon 
I for t his study will be enumerated l ater in Chapter I I I. 
I 
I 
Concepts of Percentage Covered by Textbooks 
It is assumed that the better teachers today cover th 
material by their courses of study, rather th~~ teach 
15 
consecutively page after page of their textboo·k . However , the 
2 
writer examined at least a dozen different textbooks for cover-
age in the study of percentage. These seemed to be more con-
sistent in the range of areas than did the various courses of 
study. Perhaps to some extent, these books present a better 
summary of coverage because they are designed to be adaptable 
to any geographical area of our country. This in itself is an 
excellent reason for not following a text exactly, for it, no 
doubt , will include material which might be planned for in a 
previous or subsequent grade when following the local course of 
study. 
In any event, it is interesting to note that the pub-
1 lishers of one text state that sixteen per cent, or about one-
sixth of the t otal pages in their seventh-grade text , deals di-
rectly with percentage . This fact alone verifies the writer ' s 
opinion that percentage is an important phase of' seventh-grade 
arithmetic! 
Analysis of Testing Programs 
In reviewing commercially published tests to deter-
mine what items of percentage they included , the writer aid not 
attempt to find out how many items in each test might be classi 
fied as requiring primarily whole numbers , common fractions, 
decimal fractions , or percentage knowledge for their solutions. 
1Research Service, "Developing Permanent Power in 
' Arithmetic, '1 pamphlet ( A service for the teachers using Making 
Sure of Arithmetic . bilver Burdett Company, New York, 1948), 
P· 19 • 2 Appendix B 
I, Rather, her concern was with which of the items being considere 
I for inclusion in this study occurred in most of the commercial 





The examination included the achievement type of test 
which covered, in its battery, sections under arithmetic funda- j 
ment a ls and arithmetic problems; the arithmetic computational 
2 
type in Vlihich each of the f our fundamental processes was tested 
plus a thirty- to forty-item test involving the fraction, deci -
mal, percentage re~ationships; and the arithmetic tes~which 
was divided into reasoning and computational sections, separ-
ately scored. oJe of these was designed to test Grades Two 
through Nine; anothe1 for Grades Five through Twelve; and still 
anothel for Graaes Seven, Eight, and Nine. Even in this latter 
test a great many of the items were included which were in no 
way connected with the study of percentage . However , 1m all th 
tests, with no exc eptions, a thorough knowledge of fractionai 
equivalents was practically a necessity. (To be sure, it is 
possible to 'find the number if 07 112% of it is 90" by chang-
ing the 37 1/216 to decimal form~ but kno;·Jledge of the f'ractiona· 
.form is a great time saver .) One form of test entered an item 
in which whole numbers, mixed numbers, and decimals were to be 
added together- -such as add: 6.85, 5 , 3 7/8, and 11--knowing 
that 7/8 is 87 l/2% or .87 1/~, or being ab~e to chang e the 
decimal .25 to the fraction 1/4 greatly simplified the solution 
of this example . Even though a child in studying fractions and 
decimals should learn to change fractions to decimals and vice 
be more automatic with the study of percentage. All but one of 
the tests examined gave items in each of the three cases, and I 
the one which omitted Case II I covered an eight-grade range and I 
I 
might well be excused for its omission for that reason. Dis -
count and commission examples were very common in these tests, 
as were simple interest, and profit and loss ·i terns. 
Occasionally a textbook will issue a unit test on the 
items unaer the various phases of percentage--these are fre-
quently found in the teachers' manuals. They are very helpful 
to the t eacher, but of cours e they include the same coverage as ' 
does the text. 
1 The writer also found t wo unpublished theses in the 
Boston University library which presented :~. tests in percentage, 
and those items might be of interest to the readers of t his 
study. 
Since it was not the intent of this study to justify 
the time spent on studying percentag e in the seventh-grade work, 
but rather to accumulate information and materials to make what I 
teaching is done produce better r esults, the writer 1'elt that 
the t ime spent in research was wor t hwhile, and did furnish sug-
gestions which were of value to others who wish to improve thei · 
teaching of percentage in Grade Seven. 
1 Lawrence B1 • Sullivan, ~·unit Organization of' the Unit ' 




Paper , Boston Universi ty, 19o0); Cecilia C. Callanan, ,; A Test 
in Common Fract ions, Decimals, and Per Cents for Grade Seven 11 I (unpublished Master's Thesis, Bos ton University, 1949). 
CHAPTER III. 
PROCEDURE FOLLOWED IN SOLVING THE PROBLEM 
I 
CHAPTER III 
SOLVING THE PROBLEM 
Have you ever said to yourself, ·~pupils need more 
practice material than there is available in our text." Or, 
~~~ children have to take new things more slowly than the text 
allows.•• If you have made these or similar statements, what 
I have you done abOut it'? 
Perhaps you, like the writer, have consulted the in-
dices of other texts or workbooks (of which you have but one 
copy) to i'ind the supplementary material. which would meet your 
needs. The exercises were not fully indexed, so you had to 
comb through page after page in each text • . Finally, from two 
or three texts and workbooks, you garnered the material you 
needed, and what did you do with it? 
You covered the blackboards with these examples or 
problems. This temporarily solved your need, but, (1) there 
was a limited amoun t of' board space which you wanted to tie up 
i n this manner, for the children use the boards to practice 
upon; (~) you also had your sixth- and eighth-grade cl.asses to 
I plan boardspace for that day; (3) one of your s~venth-grade 
i classes came Period I and the next Period V: (4) absentees who 
I missed this board presentation needed to have handmade copies 
i of this boardwork; (5} so many of the children copied incor-
rectly and took so much longer to transfer examples from the 
board to their paper! 
Or, perhaps to get around a f'ew of these new problems., 
you decided to draw up a supplementary sheet, and ran it off on 
the dup.licator. This sheet wou.ld. be used for practice at any 
time of the year whenever the neeu arose, and also could be used 
next year, and in the years to come! 
The writer had a limited collection of such sheets, 
whose origins came about in this manner. Forty or fifty copies 
of each sheet were Kept in filing folders, labelled 11 Introduc-
tory Decimals", "Review Decima.ls 11 , 11 Case I*', 1iCase II '' , hCase 
III", 11 Commission n, ••• . . . . . . . 
~~ (1) when a parent volunteered to help at home, a 
copy of the pertinent material was sent home, a.fter it had been 
discus~ed in class; (2) if a child demonstrated later on that he 
had a weakness, or lack of recall on some phase of the work, he 
could be directed to the sheet in c.lass, or a.l~owed to take it 
home for drill; (3) i.f a child had missed class for "band re-
hear~al. $t, 11 assembly practice if, student government meeting., re-
media~ reading, or simply had been absent a day or two, he coul.d 
make use of the sheet; (4) when a chilu was confined with an ill~ 
lness, he coula by using these sheets keep up with the class more 
easily; (5} when the need arose these sheets could be given to 
the entire class as practice sheets and again, later on, as re-
view sheets; (6) when a transfer student entered the c~ass, and 
had had material. presented in a different order, he might be 
lhe.lped with these sheets; {7) when the sheets were properly 
! planned for gradation of difficulty, they could even be used 
for diagnostic purposes! 
But, the writer's collection was inadequate, in that 
there was not a complete coverage--particu~arly in the field of 
percentage, the sheets had not been planned to take care of suf-
fic i ent introductory material, and the prob~em materia~ was ver~ 
l i mited. Also, it seemeu as if even the existing sheets would 
become more efficient for individual work if they had sample ex-
amples to give the pupi~ the right start on his exercise sheet. 
A collection of such sheets on the subject percentage 
seemed to be a gooa problem upon which to write a thesis. 
Therefore, after several attempts at statement of the problem, 
the wi•iter decided upon "A Collection of Problems for the Im-
provement of' the Study of' Per·centage in Grade Seven". 
A s i mple outline for the thesis was prepared to guide 
the writer in presenting her study. 
Then she explored or examined current textbooks to de-
termine the different types of exercises and problems they pre-
sented, and to note the coverage of itemB or topics which they 
included in their seventh-grade study of percentage. 
I The notes were taken down on 4" x 6 11 filing card.s. 
I Since the writer was concerned with gradation of difficulty in 
the exercises and problems, there were a great number of sub-
topics set up as a working outline. For example, under the in-
troductory fraction-decimal-per cent relationship, cards were 
entitled: Writing fractions as decimals; Writing fractions as 
,. 
decimals, and per cents; Writing mixed numbers as decimals; Writ 
ing mixed numbers as decimals, and per cents; Writing whole num-
bers as decimals, and per cents; Writing per cents as decimals; 
Writing per cents as decimals, and per cents; Writing per cents 
as decimals , and fractions, Writing per cents as common fraction 
equivalents, Writing per cents as decimals and mixed numbers. 
When it came time to catalog Case I, the writer felt she would 
like to break down the exercises and ~roblems into Case I--
!Halves and Q.uarter·s, Case I--F'ifths and Tenths; Case I--Thirds 
and Sixth~ Case I--Eighths; Case I--Twentiethsj Case I--Decimal 
Equivalents; Case I--Per cents greater than 100%; and Case I--
Per cents less than 1%. Similar subdivisions of topics were use< 
on all the cards. 
In taking down the notes there were two distinct sets 
of cards--one upon exercises (abstract problems), and one upon 
written problems (concrete problems). As the writer went throug 
a text page by page, the exercises were taken down more or less 
exactly as they appeared in the text, with a letter key for t he 
text title and the page number--as B 167. The problems were 
jotted down in abbreviated form, with a minimum of terms, but 
the exact figures. When these notes were assembled to form the 
supplementary sheets, the exercises and problems were converted 
in such a way that no copyright laws were violated. 
Nine textbooks1 were examined in their entirety, for 
1Making Sure of Arithmetic, Morton, Gray, Springstun 
and Schaaf, Bilver Burdett (New York, 1946); Arithmetic, Upton, 




any mention they made of per cent. The information ge.thered c6v 
11
ered about 200 filing cards, on both sides, in small writing, 
and in a very abbreviated form. 1 
This phase of the study was temporarily dropped, and thJ 
lwriter began work on the research chapter. Starting with the I 
:;Education Index, first the articles and books under the topic I 
,: Percentage were taken down for reference; then those under Ari th I 
I 
':me tic and Mathematics were examined, and all i terns seeming to 
!I 
11 deal with junior high school or upper grade rna terial were taken 
I 
~~down for future explCbra tion. It was discouraging to find how 
I 
1l li ttle seemed to apply directly to the study of percentage, but 
'I 
li the writer had hopes that some of the articles might touch upon 
j,her problem. 
II 
1: Approximately seventy-five articles and sections of 
1books were read, and notes upon those which were pertinent were 
11carefully kept. How gratif){ing it was to find out that percent-
11
age was not only a problem, but the,t others were concerned with 
1
, 
the fact that many children, after being exposed to the subject 
I 
for one year, two years, or longer, still had little ability to 
I 
actually master many phases of it. The writer was continually 
America, Schorling, Clark, Smith, World Book (New York, 1949); 
I 
1
1Ari thmetic We Use, Brueckner, Grossnickle, Merton, John C. Win-
's ton Co. (Philadelphia, 1948); Study Ari thmetics, Knight, Stude-
~~baker, Tate, Scott Foresman & Co. (New York, 1948); Iroquois New 1 
1
.Standard· General Mathematics, Patton, Young, Iroquois Publishing 1 
1\Co. (Syracuse, 1947); Living Arithmetic, Buswell, Brownell John, I 
1
Ginn & Co. (New York, 1947); Growth in Arithmetic, Clark, Smith, 
1Moser, World Book (New York, 1952); Row-Peterson Arithmetics, 11 
Wheat Kauffman, Douglass, Row Peterson Publishing Co:-(ihite 
Plains, New York, 1952). 
1 
seeking statements as to what was the matter with the teaching 
of percentage, suggestions as to what could be done to improve 
lit, and what topics or items should be covered in Grade Seven. 
Next it seemed advisable to examine courses of study, I 
to he~p aetermine the coverage to be used in this study. The re 
sults of findings, as well as those found in commercially pub-
lished tests, are described in Chapter II. 
As a result and summary of all this research on text-
books, articles, testing programs, and courses of study, this 
outline of topics resulted as the acceptable coverage for Grade 
Seven work in percentage: 
I Introductory Material 
General information about per cent 
Common statements about per cent 
The whole equals 100% 
Changing decimals to per cents 
Changing fractions to decimals to per cents 
Review-- Changing to per cent 
Changing per cents to decimals 
Changing per cents to decimals to fractions 
Common fractional equivalents 
Reviews--Recognizing equivalent for.ms 
]~ Case I Finding a per cent of a number 
Changing per cents to decimal form 
Quarters and halves 
Fifths and tenths 




Per cents greater than lOO% 
Per cents less than 1% (optional) 
Nearest cent review 
Fraction or decimal choice review 
Estimate and then exact 
Estimate and se~ect most probable answer 
Increase and decrease 
Review 
J III Case II Finding what per cent one number is of anothe1• 
Quarters and halves 
I 
Fifths and tenths 
Thirds and sixths 
Ei ghths 
Twentieths 
Other than fractional equivalents (decimal form) 
Per cents greater than lUO% 
Nearest whole per cent 
Nearest tenth of a per cent 
Standings of' teams 
Per cents of increase and decrease 
Review--Cases I and II 
IV Case III Finding the number knowing a per cent of it 
(optional) 
Per cents expressed as fractiona~ equivalents 
Per cents expressed as decimals 
Review of all three cases 
V Discount--Case I 
Finding rate of discount 
Chain or successive discount (optional) 
VI Commission--Case I 
Finding rate of commission 
Finding amount of sales {optional) 
VII Per cents in business 
Profit and loss Cases I and II 
VIII Simple Interest 
IX Budgets 
I an 
Please refer to Chapter II, Review of Research, for 
explanation of the choice of these topics. A few items such 
as those under Case III and Chain Discount were included in this 
study as optionaL material, for it was felt that the exceptional 
I child might be ready for this in Grade VII. 
The research chapter being written, the outline of 
topics established, then the sheets themselves were developed. 
It seemed very advisable, after reading what the authorities had 
to say about the importance of the fraction-decimal-per cent re-
~ationship, to devote a great aeal of time to these introductory 
phases, so t hat the pupils might have a good background for othe 
percentage work. Since the authorities also stressed that prob-
lem work could be improved by presenting only such problems as 
were within the understanding and interests of the pupils, it 
seemed prudent not to separate the exerc:taes and problems as had 
been originally planned, but to have those problem experiences 
that pert ained to a topic placed a irectly after it--such arrange 
ment might ·better arouse interest in each successive phase of 
the study. 
In generai, the writer has very definitely attempted to 
make each set of exercises progress from the easy to the more 
difficult, on the sheet, as well as within each group--the last 
few problems are designed to be a real challenge to the pupii. 
To illustrate this gradation--care was taken that the nearest 
cent answers were used only after the children had had the ex-
perience of whole number answers, changing parts of dollars to 
cents, and dollar and cent answers. 
Also when the problems were rewritten for this study, 
there was an effort made to keep the vocabulary as s:l.mple as pos 
sible, and names of people involved were limited to a few common 
!names. It is expected that another teacher using these sheets 
would acquaint pupils with the technical vocabulary needed for 
discount, or commission or profit and loss before giving t he 
sheets to the children. The sample examples, with more than one 
correct solution if such were 1'easible , were placed on the sheet 
to give the children the feeling of security, or the necessary 
!recall needed for starting a sheet, thus getting them off to a 
1good start. Perhaps the writer should acknowledge that this 
I 
sample idea was inspired by so many of the testing programs pub-
lished commercially--they seem to fee l it advisable to get chil-
dren of'f on the right foot before starting a series of exercises 
By now the original outline f'or the thesis seemed quite 
inadequate, and the working outline used as the sheets were be-
ing developed appeared more appropriate. By placing the more de 
tailed outline at the beginning of the thesis the reader of this 
!s t udy would more easily find material on each phase of the study 
j{In other words, the table of contents should serve as an index 




Now it was time for the writer to insert pages of ex-
or comment between the various sets of exercises--de-
help the teacher to use this material to the best ad-
The answers to the sheets were inserted at the end of 
l xercises and problems. An effort was made to have these in a 
f ormat similar to the arrangement of the exercises and problems. 
1 When the time came to send the exercises and problems 
l~ o the typist, it was decided that for the sake of economy the 
sheets would be set up on the typewriter with the items in the 
I 
same order and general arrangement as they wouLd be on the 
pupil's sheets, but that there woula be less space between item~. 
To meet the classroom demand3 each of these exercise sheets was 
to be written out by hand, with space allowed for computation. 
The problem sheets will remain in the same form as they are in 
the thesis. The handwritten, dupLicated sheets will be suitable 
for the chiidren to read because the ordinary typewriter does 
not adapt itself to writing fractions or equal signs so c l early 
as they can be written by hand. PLease see page So to compare 
the sampie form which the pupils will use with the form deemed 
more practicaL for the thesis presentation. 
The actual collection of materials will be presented 
















COLLECTION OF PROHLEMS FOR THE I MPROVEMENT 
OF THE STUDY OF PERCENTAGE 
CHAPTER IV 
COLLECTION OF PROBLEMS 
On the pages which follow will be found the exercises 
and problems which the writer has collected, restated, and ar-
ranged for the core of her thesis. 
The general uses which may be made of these sheets are 
enumerated in detail on page ~o • 
These exercises and problems are divided into the nine 
categories found listed on pages .2.'-f and ~5 • Please consul. t 
the Table of Contents of the thesis to find the exact pages upo:r 
which the types of examples within the categories may be found. 
A.t the beginning of each of the major divisions or catel-
gories wil l be found a few notes or suggestions for the teachers 
--these are d esigned to clarify the sequence in the various sets 
of exercises within the division, and to show by cross reference 
other problems which might be used for correlation purposes. 
Practically every set of abstract problems (exercises) 
is followed by concrete problems, and. reviews are interspersed 
at times When such seem advisable. 
The answers for all exercises and problems will be 
found at the end of the chapter, arranged so that they are in 
' the same general format as the problems themselves--this was 
done to facilitate correcting. 
I INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL 
To the teacher: 
Sheets on the following topics are included in this section: 
Important Information About Per Cents 
Common Statements About Per Cents 
The Who~e Equa~s 100% 
Changing Decimals to Per Cents 
Changing Fractions to Decimals to Per Cents 
Review --Changing to Per Cents 
Changing Per Cents to Decimals 
Changing Per Cents to F'ractions 
Common Fractional Equiva~ents 
Reviews--Equivalent Fraction, Decima~ Per Cent Forms 
The sheets on each of the above topics have been de-
signed so that, group by group, the exercises are planned to 
progress from the simple to the more difficult. For example, in 
the first group of exercises on the topic Changing Decimals to 
Per Cent, the children have on~y to move the decimal point two 
p~aces to the right and annex the per cent sign, as .62 is 62%; 
in the next group on the page, the same is true but whole num-
bers precede the decimals, as 1.4 is 140%, 4 is 400%--the chil-
dren have to insert zeros; in the next group .06 1/4 is .u625 is 
6.25%, or the added ability to change a decimal with a rractlon 
to a complete decima~ is necessary; and finally, .18 5/6 is 
.18 and 16)5.00 is .1831 1/4 is 18.31 l/4%, and the answer 
.;:)1 1/4 
expressed to the nearest tenth of a per cent becomes 18.3%--
this involves the knowledge of roundi ng off. 
The teacher, by exawining the groups within a topic, 
j may decide to use one or two groups on a sheet, and a few weeks 
later find the children are ready to hana~e the third and fourtr 
groups. Particularly in the early stages of' the .fraction., deci-
mal, per cent reLationships, it is important not to introduce 
too many difficuLties at one time. In fact, some teachers may 
prefer to deiay the Last groups on a topic until quite late in 
the seventh grade , or even until the eighth grade. 
These preliminary exercises were divided into more sub-
topics than are usually found., in hopes that they may better 
prepare the pupils for the work which is to follow. As a result 
of the readings done for the research chapter., and her fifteen 
years of teaching experience., the writer !'eeLs that complete 
mastery of the parallel forms is very vital as a sound basis for 







j I MPORTANT INFOR:iflATION ABOUT PER CENT 
Per cent means HUNDREDTHS. 
10or~ of anything is all of 1 t. 100% wool. lOOJ~ correct. 
I When comparing fractions, change them to hundredths, and then 
1 to per cent. 
3/4 is 75/100 is 75% 
3/5 is 60/100 is 60% 
7/10 is 70/100 is 70% 
Therefore, the largest is 3/4, 
next 7/10 and then 3/5. 
•1 A dime is 10% of $1. A quarter is 25% of $1. A penny is 1% of 
$ 1 . 
'===·-'""""----L 
If 40% of the class failed the test, the rest, or 60%, must 
have passed the test. 
The various departments of a budge t add up to 100%. 
30% for Food 
10% for Savings 
15% for Clothing 20% for Rent 
25% for Operating Expenses 
Summary of the uses of per cent: 
1. To give a basis for scores in various subject tests . 
75% in Arithme tic 
2. To show the relative composition of a substance. 
20% wool, 80% rayon 
3 . To show rate of change. 
prices up ;:;;0% 
4. To show rate of dj_scount. 
10% off for prompt payment 
5. To show rate of interest. 
5% interest paid on a mortgage 
6. To show the part due for taxes 
20% gov't tax on telephone calls over 25 cents 
7. To show comparison of performance. 
Red Sox won 3 of 5, 3/5 is 60/100 or 60% or .600 




C O:MMON STATEMENTS ABOUT PER CENT 




THE WHOLE EQUALS 100% 
1. The Red Sox won 78~b of their baseball games. What per 
cent did they lose? 
2. Room 302 has 97% of the class enrolled in the Junior 
Red Cross. What per cent of the class still has to join for 
them to claim ·lOO% enrollment? 
3. If 48% of the seventh-grade class are girls,.what per 
cent are boys? 
4. If some rain fell during 20% of the d ays in November, 
what per cent of the days had no rainfall? 
5. Judy saves 20% of the money she earns. What per cent 
does she spend? 
6. The Lincoln School baseball team lost only 15% of the 
games they played. What per cent did they win? 
II 
I 7. Tom bought a football at a "25% offn sale. cent of the regu l ar price did he pay? Yvhat per 
'I 8. :Mr. White says that on.Ly 80%' of his income is from sal-
ary, and the rest is from investments. What per cent of his 
income is from investments? 
9. Tom sells magazines, and keeps as his commission 30% of 
all the money he collects. ~ hat per cent does he return to the 
news company for which he works? 
10. If milk contains 12.9% solids, what per cent of milk is 
liquid? 
11. In an arithmetic test 10% of the pupils received an ex-
cellent mark, ~0 1b had a good mark, 45~~ had a fair mark, and the 
rest did not pass the test. What per cent failed the test? 
'1 12. IV1.r. Black read that last month 35% of the days were 
sunny, 37% were cloudy, and all the rest were rainy. vVhat per 
cent were rainy? 
13. In the Baker School 30% of the pupils were underweight, 
45% were of normal weight, and the rest were overweight. What 
per cent were overweignt? 
14. Forty-five per cent of Mudville 's tax dollar is spent .fl 
Schools l 20% for Police and Fire protection, 15 ~6 for Health and 
Recreat1on. What per cent of the dollar remains for other ex-
penses? 
15. W~. Green spends 1~% of his income for Operating Ex-
penses, twice that for Shelter, and three times that for Food. 






CHANGING DECIMALS TO PER CENTS 
Rule : To chang e a decimal t o a per c ent, move the decimal point 
two places to the right, and annex a per cent sign. 







. 06 2/3 
.24 
It is necessary to fill in any gaps with zeros. 
.4 is 40% 
In a mixed number , the common fraction is not 
counted as a de c imal place . .1~ 1/2 is 12 1/2% 
The decimal point is considered to be at the end 
of a whole number. 3 is 3 . is 600% 
decimals as per cents: 
. 18 . 625 .10 
. 8 .015 . 17 
. 928 .6 .56 l/4 
.44 4/9 .71 3/7 .l 
.337 .33 l/3 .83 1/3 
Change these numbers to per cents: 
1.45 3 1.16 2/3 2 . 50 
1.25 l 15 3.8 
1. 4 1 . 18 3/4 9 3 . 64 
4 . 00 1 . 07 1/2 6 . 8 3 . 33 1/3 
1 . 08 5 .]:3 1/2 2.37 2 . 09 
e 
Rule: To change a decimal to a per cent, move the decimal point 
~ places to the right, and annex a per cent sign. 
Change these decimals to complete decimals, and then to %: 
.06 1/4 is .0625 is 6.25% 
.37 1/2 .18 3/4 .21 3/5 .04 1/4 
.87 1/2 .32 3/10 .19 1/5 .46 1/4 
.55 9/10 .77 7/10 .25 ~/5 .65 1/10 
.81 5/16 .u6 1/20 .51 3/40 .94 1/64 
.14 ~/5 .82 4/5 .34 3/16 .01 1/40 
Change these numbers to the nearest tenth of a %: 
.18 5/16 16)5.00 .183~ 1/4 is 18.3% to nearest 
----:-3'1 1/4 tenth! 
.16 2/3 .18 3/4 .46 7/40 .56 2/3 
.69 5/6 .06 1/6 .59 1/4 .76 5/8 
.88 8/9 .71 3/7 .42 6/7 .09 1/11 
.74 5/12 .81 1/4 .66 6/11 .32 5/18 
.83 1/3 .35 3/8 .06 4/9 .38 16/16 
I 
CHANGING FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS OR PER CENTS 
Per cent means hundredths--two decimal places. There are three 
ways to write "thirty-seven hundredthsn: 37/100 (common frac-
tion), .37 (dec~al fraction), and 37% (per cent). 




















Change these fractions to decimals and then to per cents: 


















5 .3125 or 31.251 

















Change these fractions to four place decimals, round them off 
to the nearest thousandth, express as nearest tenth of a per 
cent: 
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7/8 
.12 






numbers to per 
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CHJI.NGE TO PER C~NTS 
cent .form : 
. 3 1.02 . 04 
2 .6 ~/3 3/8 
. 35 .005 6 
1 4/5 -· 1. 25 
1. 44 4/9 7/ BO . 027 
7./100 3 2/3 9/10 
15 3 3/4 2 1/2 
.075 1 3/10 .oo 5/6 
CHANGING PER CENT S TO DECIMAL FRACTIONS 
Rule : To change a per cent to decimal fraction , drop the %, and 
move the decimal point two pl aces to the ~· 
11 Rem ember: 1 . The point is considered to be at the end of a 





















2 . In a mixed number , the common fraction is not 
counted as a decimal place . lG 1/2% is . 12 1/2 
3 . It is necessary to fill in any gaps with zeros • 
• 8 }& is .008 
76% 2% 29% 43% 
300% 125% 116% I 6 rf," • 5% 
80% 10.0% . 11% 16 2/3% 
83 1/3% 500% 5% I 87 1/2% 18 3/4% 
12.5% 7 1/2% 2 1/8% 40 . 3% 35 . 8% 
19.9% 185% • 3 ;'io . 16% 88 . 5% 
3/7% 15 1/2% 280~fo 11 . 1/9% 5 3/4% 
3/4% 1/2;~ 1 3/101~ 7/8% 1 2/3% 
CHANGING PER CENI'S TO WHOLE OR MIXED NUMBERS 
To change per cents to decimals , move the decimal point 
(at the end of a whole number) two places to the left, 
and drop the %. (Drop insignificant zeros, and change 
decimal fractions to common fractions . ) 
400% is 4.~¢ is 4 108% is 1 . 38 is 1 38/100 is 1 19/50 
200% 325% 280.16 500% 125% 
262 1/2% 100% 330%' 166 2/3 % 340% 
19U% 370% 250% 116 2/3% 270% 
185J~ 164%' 134% 317% 5011£ 
144% 204% 183 1/3% 137 l/2% 900% 
215% 312 1/2% 460% 105~b 333 1/3% 
412% 210% 375% 232% 116% 







CHANGING PER CENTS TO CONillON FRACTIONS 
To change a per cent to .a common fraction, chang e the per 
cent to a decimal fract ion by dropping the % and moving 
the point two places to the left, then express thi s decima 
as a common-fraction and reduce-it to lowest terms. 
60% is .60 is 60/100 is 3/5 160% is 1.3¢ is 1 3/10 
1 
1 1/ 4 7; iS • 0 l 1/4 · · 1 1/4 : 1)
4 
X l iS l 
lOO iJ..Yl~ 80 
20 
166 2/3% is 1 . 66 2/3 is 1 and 66 2/3 : 100 
2 
l and ~ x 1 = 1 2/3 
3 ~ 
1 
315% 2 1/2% 137 1/2% 220% 22 1/2% 
1~8 4/7% 206 1/4% 2 5 ,:;f • ro 37 . 5 % 4 1/2% 
24 l/i<;;;% 6.4% 6 . ~5% 87 . 5% 3 3/ 4% 





These fractional equivalents are very co:rmnon and should be com- 1 
pletely memorized. 
50% is 1/2 16 2/3% is 1/6 10% is 1/10 
25% is 1/4 83 l/3}b is 5/6 30% is 3/10 
75% is :5/4 33 1/3.% is 1/3 70% ,o is 7/10 
20% is 1/5 66 2 !3 o·t i 1 /0 S 8/3 90% is 9/10 
40% is 2/5 12 1/2 % is 1/ 8 5% is 1/20 
60 % is 3/5 37 1/2% is 3/8 1 % is 1/100 
80,% is 4/5 62 l/8~b is 5/8 100% is 1 
87 1/8 ?b is 7/8 
These fractional equivalents are less frequently used but con-
venient to know: 
8 1/3 % is 1/12 
2 1/2% i s 1/40 
6 2/3% is 1/15 
11 1/9% is 1/9 
9 1/11!6 is 1/11 
Knowing the above facts, find the f ollowing : 
4/9 3/16 4/15 
6 1/4% is 1/16 
14 2/7% is 1/ 7 




3 1 .l/4% 
2/11 5/7 
3/40 7/9 11/15 15/16 9/40 
9/16 5/9 37/40 7/16 2/15 


















FRACTIONS, DECIWillLS, PER CENTS 
Directions: Underscore any answers which have the same v alue a 




















































. Ul 1 
1/10 .1 
.5 05% 
8 . 7 1/t::% 8/7 
o. 5 .5% 



















FRACTIONS, DECIMALS, PER CENTS 
Directions: Find a value in the numbered list which is the same 
as each of these below. Place the number beside 
each. 
SamJ:Jle 125% (23) 
1/4% ( ) 50% ( ) 90% ( ) 
1/8 ( ) 25% ( } 83 l/3% ( ) 
3/8 ( ) 62 1/'i!.% ( ) 1.375 ( ) 
5 1/2 ( ) .04 ( ) 33 l/3% { ) 
.02 ( ) 87 1/2% ( ) .05 ( ) 
3/4% ( ) lOO% ( ) 70% ( ) 
.30 ( ) .6 ( ) l/6 ( ) 
32% ( ) 4 ( ) 1% ( ) 
150% ( ) 
1) .25 11) 1 3/8 21) .:375 
2) 1 1/2 12) .9 22) 7/10 
3) .oo 1/4 13) .32 23) 1 1/4 
4) 400% 14) .3 24) .62 1/2 
5) 2% 15) .83 1/3 25) l/3% 
6) 4/100 16) 80% 26) 100/100 
7) .875 17) 3/5 27) .125 
8) 5/100 18) 5 1/2% 28) .01 
9) .oo 3/4 19) .33 1/3 29) ~ 111 .:J /0 
10) 16 2/3% 20) 5.5 30) 1/2 
.~.( 
========*=========~=~=-=-==-~--=-=-==-=~====================================~======== 
II CASE I 
I
To the teacher: 
Sheets on the following topics are included in this section: 
Changing Per Cents to De cimal Forms 
Quarters and Halves 
Fif'ths and. Tenths 
Thirds and Sixths 
Eighths 
Twentieths 
Review of Common Fractional Equivalents 
Per Cents Greater than lUO% 
Per Cents Less than 1% (optional) 
Nearest Cent Review 
Fraction of Decimal Choice (Review) 
Estimate , than 1'ind Exact 
Estimate the most probable answer 
Increase and Decrease 
Again it must be stated that a greater breakdown of 
fractional equivalents is presented here than is usually found . 
] This is done in hopes that by much practice on the examples and 
problems in each group of common equivalents the pupils will be 
more apt to memorize the facts more graduallY and more meaning-
lfully. 
Please note that the final grouping in each equiva1ent 
sheet of exercises involves the knowledge of "rounding off'". 
The teacher is to use his own discretion as to when to present 
this situation. Problem sheets follow exercise sheets in order 
to make interesting, concrete situations stress the importance 
of knowing the common equivalents. 
l timation 
The teacher is asked to recall the stress placed on es-
and checking mentioned in the chapter on research, and 
a lso to note that allowance has been made for gooa drill work on 
increasi.ng and decreasing a number by a per cent of' itself. 
After all common fractional equivalents have been pre-
sented, if the teacher wishes to prepare the children with suf-
fici.ent termino~ogy, the sheets on Commission and Discount and 
Simpl.e Interest which are l.isted in the Table of Contents as 
using Case I may be used f'or add1 tional practice. 
CASE I FINDING A PER CENT OF A NUMBER 
Rule: To find a per cent of a number, write the per cent as a 
decimal and multiply the number by that decimal. 
1 8% of 48 is .18 x 48 is 8.64 45b of ~20 is .04 X $ 20 is $ .80 
12 7~ of 75 22% of 45 16% of $225 3% Of 175 
6 o1 f v of 55 2 4% of 75 36% ot· 450 8% of 3 05 
64{o of $250 7 % of ;.:;oo ~87h of B5 6'l ;o of 7 2 
24% of 360 8 ::r' ; o of 48 66% of 300 3% of $ 84 
2070 of 160 45% of 90 37% of 150 95% of 64 
--------------------------------------------------------------
11;1; of 5.6 is 5.6 X .11 is .616 
17 . 27t of 80 is 80 X .172 is l 3 .76f!. 
1.5% of 290 2.9 % of 127 2 %' of 12.8 18.8% of 500 
4. 67£ of 95 24% of 71.3 2.5 j£ of 360 27% of 3.5 
6.5% of 18 981t of l:c.5 12.3% of 700 76% of 31.5 
3.5% of 420 15.8% of 65 4.5% of 680 6% of 3.6 
4.5% of 940 1. 5 /'b of 180 1 2 °i of ;586 1 of 300 • it.) 1.8~o 
-- - ---------------~-------------------------------------------
Find the answer to the nearest cent: 35% of ~p8.50 i s $2. 9 7G)'li 
11. 3% of ~p9.40 is ~9.40 x .113 or ~ l.0€0Z,eJ $ 2 . 9 8 
15% of $32.50 
5.9% of · 32 
86% of ~37.70 
$1.06 
72% of $55.75 6%' of $29.95 
37.5% of $16.60 3~7% of $ 46 
39. 3% of $ 46.69 2.9fo of $ 4.98 9.4% of $10.98 
4% of $199. 9 9 13.6% of ~6.98 16% of ~27.85 
15 • 7 _% Of $ 120 
11% of $34.40 
5 3- ot f ·''· 41 95 • ;o O •tr • 
11% of $ 20.96 
365& of ~~40. 90 
OA.SE I FINDING A PER CENT OF A NUMBER 
Find the answer to the nearest cent when it is necessary: 
19 2/3% of $1~50 






2 3/4% of' $ l 50 
16.5% of $8 
4 1/4% of $92 
9 1/B% of $21.75 
12 3/4% of $125 
1 3/4% of $6.30 
6 1/4% 
$245.83 
15 1/2% of $50 
3 3/4% of $12.90 
3 1/4% of $ 96 
12 l./ 6% of' l!li144 
5 2/3% of' $175 
2 1/3% of $208 
of' $24.50 
X .06 l/4 
4)2@ig 1/2 
14700 $lp31B i/2 $~ 
6 1/4% of $12 
2 1/~% of $980.50 
3 ~/3% of $ 40.50 
l 1/3% of' $135 
4 1/2% of $39.35 
19 2/3% of $12.50 
11 1/4% of' $15 16 l/2% of $2.35 
CASE I LESS THAN 1 OO% 
1. A salesman was paid 8% of all the money he took in for 
sales. How much did he make the week that his sales were $840? 
2. Judy's spelling test had 25 words in it. Her mark was 
·: 92%. How many words did she spell correctly? 
3. Fifty-four per cent of the seventh grade children in ~ 
certain school are boys. If there are 50 children, how many 
I are boys? How many are girls? 
' 
4. Cheese is 29% protein. How many pounds of protein are 
II there in 200 pounds of cheese? 
5. Our town planted 500 ornamental trees last year. 81% 
of them are living this year. How many are still living? 
6. A pilot is warned to keep 18% of the c'lpaci ty of his-
! gas tank as a safety reserve. How many gallons does the pilot I need as reserve in a '-225 gallon tank? 
7. Farmer Brown shipped $450 worth of strawberries to 
Ohio. If 12 1/2% of the shipment spoiled on route, how many 
'! dollars' worth of berries did he lose by spoilage? 
8. Joe's salary is $21.50 a week. His employer deducts 
1 2% of this for health insurance. What is his take-home pay? 
1 9. Jane's income is $2000 a year. She spends 26% of it 
1 
for food. What is her weekly food allowance? 
1 10. Grandpa Green sent a check for $52 to his three grand-
1 sons. Tom was to receive 38% of it, Dick 32% of it, and the 








CASE I ~TJARTERS AND HALVES 
I l OOJb i s 1 255& is 1/4 50% is 1/ ld 75% is 3/4 
Complete the following examples. Do as many as you can men-
tally. Use the other side of your paper for any work you need 
to do. 
,, 
100fb of 48 is 75% I of 48 is 50% of 48 is 
I 50% of $8 is 25% of :iiiS is 100% of $8 is I 
25 ':& I of $3.60 is 50$& of $3.60 is 75% of $3.60 is 
25}b of 64 is 50% of 64 is 75% of 64 is 
75% of' 84 is 25% of 84 is 100'/o of 84 is 
25% of ;jp40 is 75% of $40 is 50~~ of $40 is 




75% of $3.20 is 3 X $$ .?,}6 is ~;2 .40 25% of $10 is 1 X •i)10 
~ 4 $ 2.50 
is $¥is $2 . 50 
50% of :jii216.50 75'/o of 17.6 25<t /"' of $118.80 
75% of .''14. 96 50% of $29.98 75% of :W18 . 48 
100f& of :jp3.98 25% of $2.88 50% of ~18.68 
75% of ~4t:;0 .80 25 % of $9.60 75% of $ 4.20 
75% of' $0.56 25/b of $9 50~& of $5 
7'o % of ;;;)22 100;~ of ~~ 13. 50 25~& of $15 





I Dt) 1o :: I 
~ ~ ~~ Lr'~AA/~A:/A-/ 
~~~~d.v~Aid.vnf~ 
~r~~~~h-4tY. 
I~ '1o 1 1 1 • 7.>% i '1-'{::. .50% 1lfT: 
SO 'fo 1- .fl '{ : ;t.>% 1- If t = I tnJ "fo 1 If-f = 
. f I f ~51o of 3. 60 = . S"o '7o 1 3. '0 ~ 1S7o 1- 3. ~0 :: 
~S'o 1 'If.= StJ '7o 1 ''+-.: 1S1() 1 t:lf z 
7S 1() o-f14-:: ~S 9() 1 1'~ = I bO % of ttf.= 
~S '!u 1 ; 'fo" 7S 7o r[- II 'fo "' So'7o of# lfo = 
:~...s% 172_ ~ :s% 1: 7~ = 
1s% 1 l,'f:q' 
111'0 7o 1 # 3. H. 
75 '/o jl t/-~0. f"o 
7S~ 1"3.Sb 
75'7o 1 1/.z~ 
So 'I 1 ~~~Cf. '11 
~StJf() 1" :l. 1'1 
.zsro 1 #9. &o 
' 
2.S'fo 1 1'1 
1S1o 1'1;)...1./-i" 
S'o 1o 1 #,r: '1 
1s7~~ j*tt~o 
So1o 1 #s 




















of $5.95 is 3 X $5.95 is $t:tp?J ffl; 4 .46 
4 
.. __
of 4PB. 58 75 % of $5.75 50% of %)1.99 
of m. 9 ·ii>3 ..... 5 25% of $:5.98 75Jb of $ .65 
of ?,;1 .19 25% of ~i3 . 35 25% of $6.50 
of $5.98 75% of d! 8 50 'jj) • 50% of ~~ 4 . 75 
of $3.49 50% of $:5.89 75 '}~ of $7.55 
of $9.90 75% of ;;:>18.50 25% of ·"'3 .95 
75% of $4.70 rJf 75;o of $28.30 
~~-· =-==========================================~====== 
====-----
CA.SE I QUARTERS AND HP..LVES 
1. IVIr s. Brown wants to buy a washing machine marked :jj; l60. 
How much cash does she need to have if it requires a ~5% d own 
. payment to make the purchase? 
~ . Last fall eggs cost 68 cents .a dozen . How much d.o they 
cost today if the price has risen 25%? 
I ~ 3 . Jim p·aid $48.50 for his bicycle several years ag o. He 
I is willing to sell it to Tom for 50% of what it cost him. How much wil~ it cost Tom for the second-hand bicycle? 
4. Mr. Black made a telephone call which cost $~.60 plus 
tax. what was the total cost of the call? 
5. This year the Boy Scout troop has 60 members. 




I 6. Jack's f'ather has 48 hens, but only 75% are 
I il many are not laying? 
I 
7. Jim earned $1.80 selling papers one sunday. 
! it d i cit he save if be saves 25% of his earnings? 
laying . Ho 
How much o1 
Jl 8. Seventy- five per cent of' the 800 tickets for the play 
1 were bought by students. How many pupil tickets were sold? 
I 9. How much did it cost Judy for a $12 jacket bought duri i a 2 5% discount sale? 
the 976 school children in the town, how many walk to school? 
I 10. In Weston 50% of the chi ~dren come to school by bus. 04 
,j 11. Mr . Brown says it takes oU% of his income for Rent and I 
1 Food. If he earns $225 a month, how much does he spend for Ren 
I and Food each month? How much each year? 
I 
lG. Last year the Boys' C~ub earned $48.40 selling old news l 
papers. They spent 75% of this money f or refreshments for their. 
1 meetings. How much did their refreshments cost? 
I 1.5 . At a 11 25% off" sale Mrs. B~ack bought a co at marked $2b, 
11 and a suit marked $22.60. How much did she save on these articl 
14. The cost of an arithmetic workbook is ~6 cents. How 
, much wil~ the schpoi save on an order f or 45 workbooks, if they 
are allowed a ~5% school discount? 
I 
15. Jim can buy bicycles in a sports shop f or 75% of the 
,, marked price . How much more will he save on the $48 bicycle 




I 5.3 I 
~I 
CASE I FIFTHS AND T El'lTHS 
20~-b is 1/5 40% is 2/5 609b is 3/5 80% is 4/5 
10% i s 1/10 30% is 3/10 70.'/b is 7/10 90% is 9/lO 
Find as many of these as you can menta11r: 
60% of 45 10% of 30 40% of 60 30% of 80 
90f& of 60 70% of 20 20% of 80 80% of 45 
90% of ;:>0 10% of lU 30~G of 70 4U% of 20 
10Jb of 60 20% of 45 80% of 25 90% of 70 
80% of 80 70% of 30 40 7b of 75 60% of 00 
--------------------------------------------------------------6 $1. 3 6 
30% of 60 is 3 X /JfJ is 18 80% of $ 6.80 is 4 X $~-~fJ is $5. ~ ;; 
1 1 
10% of 40 60% of 500 40~ ,o of 25 20% of $1.25 
40% of 95 30% of 150 80% of 30 20% Of 75 
li 90% o.f 0 0 10% of 80 70% o.f 50 60% of ~0 .40 
20 % of ·"' ;j .~b 40% of ~1.9b ooot ;o o.f ~1.90 90% of $~.40 
90% of $ 6.75 70'f{; of ~ji 8. 40 80/6 of $ 4.75 30~& of ''·8. s o 
--------------------------------------------------------------$ 3.07® 




of $ 4.59 20% o.f $ .98 40% of $8.88 80% o.f ~3. ~8 
30% of ijj>1.75 6 'of U1o of ~~2 . 99 70;:6 of ~p2. 75 60% of ~4.69 
I 
90% of' $ .55 80% of 42.69 20% of $1.19 90fb of $ 5.95 
I 20% of ~9.98 40% of $0.59 70% of $6.49 30% of $ 8.65 












CASE I FIFTHS AND TENTHS 
1. Mr . Brown's salary wa s $47.50 a week . How much did he 
.for bonds if he put aside 10% of his salary? 
1J 2 . Mr. Black bought 500 baby chicks in March . 90% of them lived to become layers. How many of them lived? How many died 
3 . Our team won 80;b of the 15 games they played. How many I games did they win? 
4. Mr . Green took his car to a garage offering a 2u% reduc 
1
1 
tion on repairs. How much di d he ::Jave on fend.er refin ishing 
1 which regularly cost $7 . 50? 
5 . I f 00% of the 40U students in our school need dental 
attention, how many should g o to the dentist? 
1! 6. The newspaper artic l e claimed that 60% of the auto ac-
cid ents happeneu at night. How many happened at nig ht during 
I the month in which there was a total of 3145 accidents? 
7. Our school is trying to raise $ 480 to buy band instru-
1
11 
,1 ments. Our principal announced today that we have raised 70% 
of the money . How much have we already raised? 
1 8. Jane has finished 60% of h er 350-page book. How many 
pages does she still have to read? 
9. There were b80 people at the game. 80% of these 
1





10. Wood cost ~12 . 59 a c o rd l ast year . This year it costs 
more than it did last year. What d oes it cost this year? 
CASE I THIRDS AND SIXTHS 
j33 1!3% 1s 1/3 66 2/3% is ~/3 
83 J./3% is 5/6 
12 
33 J./3% of ~6 is 1 x ~~ $ 
1 
is 12 
16 2/3% is 1/6 
2 
83 1/3% of 1~ is 5 x l$ is 10 $ 
1 
16 2/3% of 48 33 .1/3% of 30 83 1/3% of 30 
66 2/3% of 18 66 '2; 3% of 42 16 2/3% of 42 
33 1;3% of 48 83 1/3% of 42 66 2/3% of 24 
183 1/3% of 48 16 2/~% of 120 33 1/3% of 60 
183 l/3% of 66 16 2/3% of 360 33 1/3% of 360 
166 2;3% of 48 83 1/3% of 9u 66 2/3% of 33 
66 2/3% of 27 83 l/3% of 54 
'---------------------------------------------------------------$1·.44 
66 2/3% of $4.3~ is 2 x $,4.,Z~ is $ 2.88 t -
16 2/3% of $78 
16 ~/3% of $7.56 
33 1/3% of $78 
66 2/:tJ% of $1.~6 
66 2; 3% of $ 6.27 
16 2/3% of $5.82 




33 1/3% of $756 is 1 x $7~~ is $~ 
'$ 
1 
66 2;3% of 14.4 
33 1/3% of $1.50 
66 2/3% of $ 4.50 
16 2/3% of i 3.66 
83 1/3% of $7.50 
83 1/3% of $6.72 
33 1/3% of $12.96 
83 1/3% of 8.4 
16 2/3% of $ .96 
83 1/3% of $7.56 
33 1/3% of 111 
33 1/3% of $3 .99 
66 2/3% of $ 24.96 
CASE I THIRDS A~ID SIXTHS 
33 1/3% of $10 is 1 x $10 is 
3 
$1.25 
83 1/3 ;~ of .. 2 . 50 is 5 X $;e.~¢ is 
"$ 
3 
16 2/3% of ~;7. 95 83 1/3~; 
33 1/3% of :jp4.49 66 2/3% 
8 3 1/3% of $1.75 16 2/o% 
16 'G/3% of ~?5. 95 83 1/3% 
16 2/3(/~ of ~~l 3. 98 66 2/3% 
16 2/3 ;6 of ~ 4 83 1/3% 
~>2 .0~ 
~··~ '/.tJ(J • ~I' • J. s z 
1 
of ~~ 6. 50 
of $6.50 
of ~"2 ~9 ~p • ..: 
of ~'' 16. 60 
of ~? .95 
of $ 11 
16 8/'6% of $19 83 1/3% of ~20 
$;2 .08 to the 
nearest 
66 2/3% of 
33 1/ 3% of 
83 1/3 % of 
66 2/3% of 
33 1/3% of 
66 'G/3% of 
cent 







1. If a camera marked $22.50 is marked down 33 l/3%, how 
much vvill I save? 
2. A ~1.98 book was soiled and sold for 66 2/6% of its 
re gular price. How much did it cost? 
3. We made '~ 5;::;5 on our school play. How much did we spend 
on library books if we spent 83 1/3% of our money? 
4. Mr. Green's profit is 16 2/3% on every sale. How much 
does ne make by selling a $54 rug? 
5. If' 66 't!./3% of my hens are Rhode Island Reds, how many 
of my b30 nens are Rhude Island Reds? 
6. There are 36 children in grade seven. How many passed 
arithmetic for the year if 1:33 l/3 /b of them passed? 
7. If iron ore from the mine is 16 2/3%' pure iron, how 
many tons of pure iron will there be in 21 tons of ore from the 
mine? 
8. How much will a $ 4.50 ping pong set bought at a 11 33 1/3 '~ 
off" sale cost? 
9. How many left-handed children are there in a c~ass of 
36, if 80 1/3>~ of the class is right-handed·? 
10. On week days I speea. 33 l/3/b of the time; go to school 
i6 2/3% of the time; and work 4 hours a day in a grocery store. 
How many hours do I have left for other activities? 
I 
I 
II CASE I EIGHTHS 
II 
11 
1~ 1; 2% is 1;8 37 1/2% is 
87 1/~ J~ is 
3/8 
7/8 
62 1/2% is 5/8 
II 
8 
37 1/<:::% of 64 is 3 x />A is 24 I "i 
20 
62 1/~/& of 160 is 5 x ).j5¢ is 100 
-,; 
37 1/8% of 80 12 1/2% of 32 87 1/2% of 80 
62 1/2}h of 40 12 1/2% of 88 87 1/2% of' 40 
62 1/2% of 32 37 1/2 ~& of 24 62 1/2% of 80 
37 1/2% of 40 12 1/2% of 96 87 1/2% of 32 
87 1; 2% of 24 12 1/2% of 800 6~ 1/i::! {G of 56 
37 1/2% of 32 62 1/~% of 72 37 1/2% of 160 
87 1/i::!% of 48 62 1/2% of 400 
-------------------------------------------------------------$ 9 $4 . 50 
12 1/2% of ,!\36 is 1 X $,3,6 is $~.()¢ $4.50 ~. l ·
2 
87 1/2 % of ~36 12 1/ 2~G of 16.8 62 1/2% of $ 36 
37 1/2% of :r?44 12 1/21~ of $ 46 87 1/2% of ~4 . 40 
37 1/2 % of 12 . 8 62 1/2% of ~6.40 62 1/2% of $24.40 
37 1/G% of $ .96 12 1/2% of 42 87 1/2% of $ 4.80 
87 1/2% of $ 42 62 1/2% of ·w46 37 l/2% of ~~ 3 .60 
12 1/2fb of $5.12 62 1/2% of $ 6 . 56 37 1/8~& of ~~ 1. 92 
87 1/2% of $9 84 
' . 87 1;2 % of $8 . 88 
-f . .. ._. 
CASE I EIGli"'THS 
Find. these answers to the nearest cent: 
$ 4.87@ 
37 1/2 7b of $12 is 3 X ~13 is $¥ $4.88 8 
$11. G3(J) 
37 1/2% of $29.95 is 3 X 29 .95 is ;~r~'/J ~j;/) $ 11.23 
8 
12 1/2 ~G of ~~ 15 62 1/21& of $9 87 1/21b of $ 4.10 
62 1/2 % of $15 87 1/2% of $ 28 37 1/2% of ~~15 
37 1/2% of ~9 1~ 1/2% of $3.98 62 1/2% of $ 4.10 
87 1/2% of 3.98 11:! 1/2% of' ~!~ 8 .76 37 1/~ /G of $ 24.50 
37 1/2% of $ 5.96 62 1/2 % of ~~2 4 .50 87 1/2% of $ 5.96 
12 1/2 % of 15.80 87 1/2%. of $ 6.66 37 1/2% of $7 . 98 






C!SE I EIGHTH~ 
1. One rainy day 12 1/2% of our class were absent. If 
our class has 32 pupils, how many were absent? How many were 
present'? 
2. During a sale Mrs . Green bought a $40 coat for 87 1/2% 
of the regular price. How much did she pay for it? 
3. Our basketball squad has 24 players. 87 1/2% of them 
are over 6 feet tall. How many of our players are t all? 
4. My library book has 288 pages. How many pages have I 
read if I have finished 37 1/2% of the book? 
5. Only 12 1/~% of the children in our class can type . 
How many of the 40 pupils in our ciass can type? 
6. Last winter 62 1/27~ of the total snowfall came in Feb-
ruary. If we had a total of 20 inches last year, how many 
inches fell during .February? 
7. The weather report stated that 62 1/2% of the days las 
June were sunny. How many sunny days were there? 
8 . Mr . Black says that he will kill 87 1/2% of his turkey 
at Thanksgiving time. How many of his 480 turkeys will be lef 
after Thanksgiving? 
9. There are 320 children in the Grant School. 62 1/2% o 
them walk to school. How many children do not wal k to school? 
10. Farmer White planted 62 1/G% of his 10-acre farm with 
potatoes; 12 1/e:.% with cor·n, and the rest with peas . How many 
acres of each vegetable did he p lant? 
· 6~-· 
CASE I 
5% is 1/20 15% is 3/20 
55% is 11/20 65% is 13/20 
2 
TWEN'riETHS 
35% is 7/20 
85% is 17/20 
45% is 9/20 
95% ·is 19/20 
10 
5% of 40 is 1 x #~ is 2 jO ~ _ 85% OS 200 is 17 X ~¢¢ is 170 ~ -
15% of 40 
45% of 200 
5% of 100 
35% of 60 
85% of 60 
1 
85% of 80 
55% of 200 
85% of 100 
35/b of 200 
1 
1 65% of 400 
5% of 120 
95% of 300 
35% of 80 
65% of 40 
15% of 80 
45% of 40 
55% of 120 
85% of 600 
95% of 800 55% of 600 
~ .24 
I 15% of $4. 80 is ~X $}(.,$~ is $ .72 
I i 14 1 95% of ~280 is 19 X ~$¢ is $ 266 
I w-I 1 
I 
I 55% of $1.20 5% of $9 85% of $6 I 
35% _of $3.60 95% of $9.60 15% of $1.20 
' 65% of $4.80 45% of $6 35% of $4.80 
II 15% of $9.60 85% of $12 95% of $15 
I 45% of $9 I 55% of $2.40 65% of $18 
I · -5% of $6.80 85% of $18 95% of $8.40 

















if!' 857o of 
55% of 
CASE I TWENTIETHS 
$ 2.99 
5% of $5.98 1 s ~ x $,5 .1Jf1 
10 
$7.50 15% of $5.50 
$ 5.50 95% of ~~ 6. 50 
i$3.50 45;b of ~? 6. 50 
$3.50 35% of ;~8. 50 
$3.98 5% of $ 4 .49 
$5.75 95% of il~ 6.75 
45% of $ 5.98 65% 
85% of 
6507• ;c of 
45% of 










CASE I TWENTIETHS 
1. Joe had a mark of 95% on his science t~st. If there 
were 20 questions, how many did he get right? 
2. There are 60 seventh graders in our school. 35% or 
them are on the honor roll. How many seventh graders are on 
the honor roll? 
3. Mr. Green sold 3000 dozen eggs last year. 85% of these 
were packed in one-dozen boxes, and the rest in crates. How 
many boxes did he use? 
4. Judy sold strawberries for her uncle last summer. He 
told her she could keep 15% of all the money she collected. 
How much did she earn the day her sales amounted to $20? 
5. The bank told my father they would lend him $500, but 
that he must, at the end of a year's time, pay it back plus 5% 
of the $500 as a fee for the loan. How much will he pay back 
altogether? 
6. The cost of hamburg used to be 80 cents a ·pound. The 
price has dropped 15% now. How much will I save on a pound? 
7. Farmer Brown says that 35% of his land needs irrigation 
If his farm contains 40 acres, how many acres need to be irri-
gated? 
8. The college paper said that 55% of its 440 seniors had 
already received jobs. How many still have to find jobs? 
9. The school's banking record last week was 95%. Of the 
480 children in our school how many did not bank? 
10. Dad paid $2100 for our car. Now he says it is worth 
only 65% of what he paid for it. · How much is it worth now? 
REV IEN FRACTI UNAL EQUIVALENTS 
F'ind the given per cent of ea.ch of the numbers in ea.ch line. 
5U% 24 36 32 60 40 
75% 24 36 32 60 40 
10% 20 30 50 6·) 40 
66 2/3% 24 36 30 60 42 
12 1/2% 24 16 32 64 40 
20% 20 30 50 60 40 
25% 24 36 32 60 40 
5% 20 100 80 60 40 
37 1/2% 24 16 32 64 40 
33 1/3% 24 36 30 60 42 
87 1/2% 24 16 32 64 40 
83 1/3% 24 36 30 60 42 
40% 20 80 50 60 40 
80% 20 80 50 60 40 
62 1/2% 24 16 32 64 40 
60% 20 80 50 60 40 
16 2/3% 24 36 30 60 42 
70% 20 30 50 60 40 
30% 20 30 50 60 40 










CAS E I PER CENTS OVER 100,% 
To change a per cent to a decimal, drop the % ann move 
the decimal point two places to the left. (If desired , 
these decimals may be changed to mixed numbers.) 
of $60 is 1.20 X $ 60 $ 60 





of $ 60 ll01G of $25 136% of $300 
of ~40 103% of i!!i85 300Jb of $48 
of :jl)60 21G )'{ of $184 129% of r~35o 
of ~6U 133 1/31~ of ~~150 162 1/2% of dk64 'f. 
of Q· 24 104% of $36 102% of $450 
of $32 200% of $18 140% of J95 
2151. of ~400 145/b of $450 
-------------------------------------------------------------
F'ine each of these answers to the nearest cent: 
105% of ifii4.50 is ;jp4.50 220% of *3.98 is 2 1/5 X ~f· 3 as t:? • v 
1.05 $ 8 . 7::@ 2250 
4500 is 11 X $3.98 is $1±1>;/f>¢ $8.76 
4.73 $47® 5 
.. ; _ 
150% of $ 5.50 225% of $3 . 75 120% of $42 
111% of '·7 .50 168% of :$8.50 330% of <~ 17. 7 5 
1057b of 36 .50 104% of ~,5. 70 160% of ~~ 1~ . 75 
220% of $4 . 00 118% of $ 4.~5 106% of ~)3 . 90 
140% of ~~4. 75 2807o of .~ ;) .75 190% of ~~4 . 95 
112% of $ 4: . 80 175J~ of :jp4. 98 1251~ of $3 . 95 
150% of ~5.79 101% of (;~3 °8 ijp OV 
II 
CASE I PER CENTS GREATER TH.AN 100% 
1. Mr. Brown sold 3000 dozen e g g s last year. This year 
he hopes to s e ll 166 G/3% of his las t year 's amount. How many 
dozen aoes h e hope to seli this year? 
i::: . Five y ears ago Mr. Bl a ck paia $85u for a building lot. 
It is now worth GOO% of that amount. How much is it worth 
today? 
3. Last year we collected $ 40 f or the Junior Re d Cross. 
How much di d we collect this :year if we had 125%' as much as 
l ast year? 
4. Tom is f our feet tall. How tall is his father if h e 
is 15 0 % o f Tom's height? 
5. The school registration in rJewtown is 1750 pupils . 
Next y e ar they expect the registration to be 118 % of this 
year's. How many do they expect to be registered next year? 
6. A farmer bought a cow .f:or t:15 0. He sold her for l:d6 ~h 
of what s he cost him . How much did he g et for her ? 
7 . This past week Dick earned ~l.Gb. Hi s olaer b rother 
earned 820% of that amount. How much did he earn? 
8 . Last year my withholding tax was $840. This year it 
is 134~~ of last year's tax. How mucj:l was withheld this year? 
9. Dick ' s room is 12 feet wide. He says that the leng th 
is 185% of the width . What is the area of his room in square 
feet? 
10. In Au5ust Mr. Brown earned ~i60. In Septembe r 105% of 
that amount; in October 115% of it; i n November l3U% of it ; in 






CASE I PER CENTS LESS THAN 1% 
Rule: To change a per cent to a decimal, move the point two 
places to the left and drop the %. (If the decimal ends 
in a fraction which may be changed to a co~lete dec~mal, 
it is permissible to d o so. Examples: 1;::; ~b is .00 1/2 is 
.005; 7/8% is .oo 7/8 is .00875; ~/3% is .00 2/3 ; 8 % is 
. u08 ; 6 1;~% is .U06 1/id is . 0u65) 




.9% of $ 2 .40 is .009 x $2.40 
.009 
$ .000)60 










l/8% of $ 200 1/5% of $ 40 .3% of $ 18 .6% of $7.50 
3/4~b of ;$50 1/16% of $5.50 3/5% of $ 120 . 25% of $ 18 
.8% of $ 500 1/4% of $25 7/8% of $300 9/10% of $ 5.!1S 
::;/3% of $ 6UO 5/8Jb of $160 .9% of $ 6.50 1/2% of $ 5.75 
1/2% of $2 .98 1/4% of $4.49 3/8% of $ 8.40 3/4 .% of $ 60 -
--------------------------------------------------------------
Find each of these answers both ways, as: 
3/4% of ~80 is $80 
1/8% of $160 
1/2% of ~~150 
0/4% of $240 















cit 2 '" 0 ·~' ~ 
400 
560 
ljj) . 60/0¢ 
1/4% 





$300 1/4% of $ 360 
$~00 1/i;:: % of $180 
~400 0/4% of $ 480 
G? 
=---=='--=c--=-=-==!F====-=-'-="""=-=-=-=· ========---=--= - -
II CASE I 
2ogt f ;• 5 98 1 u 0 <:J) 0 
13% of $ 7 . 50 
7 crt ;o of .ji15 . 75 
75% of ·:' 11 . 50 
20% of :• 6 .7 9 
1 2 1/t:: ;b of ~11.50 
6~ 1/ 2 1h of .;;; 1~ . 25 
1 v;/ ;'o of ~?84 .85 








4 % of ~15.35 i s $16 . ~5 
. 04 
' . 6M)J 
of d;' 9 90 ~4r • ~O% of ~5.98 
of \_'1t:..25 3 ..;/ /0 of ·p~7 . 50 
of ~,..2 5 . 40 16Jb Of '{~ 15 . 75 
of :WG6 . 45 127~ of ~ 6 . 80 
of' ''P7 . 50 66 2/ 3% of ¢'73 ';! 
of ~- 15 .75 15 7{ of li,\12 . 35 
4 jb of f- 9.95 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1 3/4% of ' '17 . 75 155% of ... 15 . 98 




:~ . 3 @ 25 ~ ~G4.7@) <,:' 24 . 77 
1 1/2 % of $ 6.75 3/4 % of ~3 . 98 11G fb of $7 . 98 
1 50 ;6 of '11 . 69 110 /6 0 1' ;;?6 . 03 175% of ~3 . 95 
ll 3/4fb of ·~> 17 .75 2/3'/o 
of t¢7 . 75 115 % of ' '5 . 65 
I 1 1/~;t of $,;5 . 69 106% of $ 3 .89 208% of ~8 . 98 
I 0/8% of ' 64 . G0 1/''Z (J/. v;o of' ~8 . 84 1. 61~ of p4 . 67 
I 
I 3 . 7 % of .,;5 . 7 5 10. 5 % of ,:'65 156% of 1)3 . 39 








1! In these 
CASE I REVI ZVI 
examples you lTI.ay use 
FRACTIONS OR DECIMfo..L 
either the fractional or decimal I value of the per cent--whichever seems easier! 
II 50% of 78 4076 of 850 1:<:% of 200 
5% of 40 6% of 600 15% 0~ 60 
33 l/3% of 270 so% of 150 37 1/2 % of t±OO 
9% of oOO 35% of 60 66 2/3% of 120 
68 1/8% of 40 30tl ,o of 40 75 f.G of 48 
19Jb of ;::00 1% of bOO 3~% of 100 
8% of 200 18% of 800 
------------------------------------------------------~-------
15J6 of ~60 14% of $ 35 20% of "5.?5 




1.5% of <IP300 150% of q!~36 66 <::/3% of 4\)7 . 50 
1110% of ~p 40 1/2% of $300 6 o1 of 4?300 
11 Be., ~/ 3%. of • 70 ~6.60 4.5% of $100 1~.5% of . 8 .40 
boo% of $8 . 50 3/4Jb of *,4 .so 87 l/2% of $9 . 60 
I 5 0i' of 4"6 ~0 .5% of ~-- 4 . 30 ,o <jp . .... 
CASE I ESTIMATE, AND TR11'N FI ND EXACT 
$1~0 








74% of :f[i48 67 '/o of ~45 51% of' $10 
3 :d % Oi' ::\>18 11 % ,o of $3~0 391b of $75 
4 1/2% of $40 8 1/2% of $20 ~~% of $36 
19~& of $ 60 79 '/o of $80 29% of $70 
71,% of $ 40 64% of :!P 64 9 . 8% of $75 
63% of $.24 13'/o of $56 48'/o of ~~ 5 .. i]:ll G 
98% of ~ 5G 2 0::' 5 /0 of &' 79 
'tl' 
---------------- -----~------------------- ---------------------
9% of tl .l97 
$ 20 
1 x $~.¢.0 is ~~20 
"JYj 
71~~ of $4.50 
131; of $120 
29% of $79 
33.2,% of 65 
400'/o of $ 61 
26% of .. '· 405 
9 . 6% of 80 
79 • 8;~ of '±0 
12% of $41 










4.9,% of 39 
11% of $5.95 31'/o of $6 . 95 
24 1/G fo of 300 
25% of 279 
38.2% of 47 
85 7~ of $ 4.80 
17fb of $5.95 
19% of $5.55 62% of $7.98 
ESTIMATING /:, PERC ENTAGE ~* 
Underline the most ;erobable answer as illustrated in the sample 
74% of 20 1 1/~ 150 15 148 
6<i ,o of 40 2 4 2 1 1/2 6 2/3 
39% of 250 780 6 1/4 100 20 . . :· 
807b of 60 48 1 l/4 4800 1 . 25 
I 24;G of BOO 40 480 50 5 
71% of oOO 23 6 210 42 
3~% of 15 1/2 5 2 ~/15 50 
9 % of 49 39 5 5 4/9 5 . 5 
631& of .l.60 2 . 4 10 5 100 
48% of 105 50 48 . 6 500 22 
88% of 56 50 40.48 1 l/3 . 75 
65% of J.2 72 75 65 8 
41% of 400 16 . 4 10 160 1/ .LO 
76 J1 /0 o f eo 150 3 3/lO 152 15 
26(~ I of 48 8 . 48 12 2 l / 2 
1.5;& of 64 8 . 48 6.12 5 . 20 
34;~ of $leO ~45 .40 $ 4.54 (s49 $ 490 
1170 of :jj)4 . 98 $, 49.88 ~p5 . 00 ~~44 . 98 'I> ~¥ .50 
1776 of ~t::3 ,·. 34 . 21 ~~ .30 ~p 4 . 60 $ 3 .98 
69 % of ijp7 () ¢ 49 $ 10 ~~100 p 4 . 90 









CASE I INCRR~SE AND DECREASE 
(MORE OR LESS) 
Find 10% more than ~~70 or increase ~)>70 by 10%' of itself: 
$7 
1 X ~;!¢ is $7 $7 more than $70 is ,fr'77 ~~70 
1$ ·ill_ f 7 
1 ~77 




1 X ~,3}5 is $9 $9 less than ~~36 is ~~27 *;36 
"$ 9 
1 ~ 
Increase each of these numbers by the indicated %: 
.j;;40 by 80% $ 8 by 25% $ 5 by 40% 
$10 by 10~~ ~;, 
.P 24 by 251~ $-40 by 5% 
$ 60 by 33 1/3% ·~ 80 by 12 1/::::% ~~ 15 by 33 1/3% 
~ 9 by 66 2/3% $84 by 50 /~ $ 60 by 25% 
~~80 by 37 1/2% $ 49 by lOO Sb I $ 90 by 33 1/3% 
$60 by 83 1/3% $100 by 5<r/ ,o ~~36 by 16 2/3% 
$28 by 25Jb ~~50 by ,, 30% 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Decrease each of these numbers by the indicated %: 
$80 by 2 5% $ 48 by 16 2/37& $ 9 by 33 1/3% 
$40 by 20"1 ;o $100 by 5% ~~84 by 16 2/3% 
~~80 by 40% $ 10 by 30% $36 by 25% 
$24 by 66 "G/3 % <!!-ttP 90 by 50% ~~50 by 50% 
,. r 8 ~2 by 75% 4~ 8 by 18 1/2% $ 5 by 40% 
~ .. 36 by 83 1/3% 25 by 60% $15 by 40o1 ;o 
d'·45 ~r by 20% ~··so by 75% 
CASE I I NCREASE AND DECREASE 
Pind: 
305b more than $100 20% more than $60 
10/6 less than $30 5% more than $20 
12 l/2Jb more than &p l6 33 1/3% less than $ 6 
30% more than $60 25% less than $ 60 
5 Cil 7o less than ~~100 12 1/2% less than . $8 
16 2/3% less than $18 37 1/2~ less than g!: 80 ~( 
107; less than ~~70 50% more than $96 
50% less than f~40 25% less than ~:36 
16 2/3% less than ~;12 20% more than $20 
25 7b less than $84 37 1/276 more than :$80 
\I 
II 
CASE I I NCREASE AND DECREASE 
1. I n our town the registration has increased 25 5b over 
last year when there were 1880 pupils registered. How many do 
we have registered this year? 
2 . Mr. Green earned $168 during October. In November his 
pay was reduced 12 1/8%. How much did he earn in November? 
3. W~s. White bought a new pocketbook for $6 .85 plus a 20% 
tax. How much did it cost altogether? 
4 . Vv'hat wi ll a~' 000 salary be after a 67b decrease? 
5. Dick can make the football team next year if he can in-
crease his weight by 15%. He now weighs 1~0 pounds. What 
must his weight be to make the team? 
6. Large eggs costing 48 cents a dozen last year will cost 
how much t his year if the pri ce has been increased 12 1/2%? 
7. Mrs. White weighed 175 pounds before going on a diet. 
If she lost 20% of her weight, how much does she weigh now 
after reducing? 
8. Nhat is the sale price of $ 6 shoes if bought in a 15% 
reduction sale? 
9. During the flu epidemic our school attendance decreased 
32%. How many of the 400 children usually enrolled still at-
tend ed school during the epidemic? 
10. ]hr. Black 1 s car expenses for 1951 were ~[;288 . His costs 
for 195G showed a 4. 5% decrease. ·vhat were his 1952 costs? 
-li 
-----=- . =~========-=--=-=-=-====#===== 
III CASE II 
r.ro the teacher: 
Sheets on the following topics are included in this section: 
Quarters and Halves 
Fifths and Tenths 
Thirds and Sixths 
Eighths 
Twentieths 
Dec imal forms 
Per cents greater than 100% 
Nearest whole per cent 
Nearest tenth of a per cent 
Standing of teams 
Per cents of increase and decrease 
Review of Cases I and II 
'I'he same general breakdown into- groups of fractional 
equivalents will be found in Case II as were found under Case I 
At any stage of presenta~ion the teacher could check the cor-
responding examples unaer Case I by now converting to Case II, 
and vice versa. For example, from Case I, Fifths and Tenths, 
p . 51: 10% of 40 is 1/10 of 40 is 4 






For additional work on standings of teams, the sports 
11. section of the newspaper will 1'urnish interesting, current 
standings--especially during baseball season. 
I 
II Please notice the sheets devoted to per cent of in-
crease and decrease, and recall how many errors were made in 
I that area according to the authorities cited i n the research 
1 chapterl 
Again, with the proper preparation of terminology, 
Case II sheets on Commission and on Discount may be used a~ter 
all o~ the fractional equivalents have been presented. 
II For additional review of' both cases the terminology for 
li Problems of Business and for Budgets could be introduced so that 
1 those sheets could be used now. 
========~F=-~-~-~========~~================================~======~======== 
CASE II FINDI NG WHAT PER CENT ONE NUMBER IS OF ANOTHER 
Rule: To find what per cent one number> is of another, make a 
fr~.ction with the number after of as denominator and the 
other number as numerator, change thi s fract ion to hun-
dredths , and then to per cent. 
18 is ;65% of 72? 75.% of 36 i s 27? 
18 is 2 is 1 is 25% 27 is 3 is 75% 
TZ 8 4 36 4 
ao is % of 320? 9 is __ % of 2J 6? _ % of 48 is 36? 
--
8 is 
__fo of 16? 30 is __ . % of 40 ? % of 160 is 40? 
17 is 01 __ ;o of 34? 15 is 
_ % of 60? _ % of 164 is 82? 
4 . 3 is cj __ ,o of 8 . 6? 57 is 'i __ ;o OS 76r! tJi __ ;o of 78 is 39? 
68 is o1 of 272? 84 is c' of 168? . % of 96 is 72? _;o k 
--· 
_ I 
528 is G'/ 7o of 1056? 75 is 
--
;:~ of 300? 
_ % 
--
of 104 is 78? 
5.3 is __ % of ~1 . 2? 1 1/:C i s 
_fa of 6? 
-------------------------------------------------------------
13 is oz' of 65? ;:,1 of 60 is 6? _;O 
- -
1lO 
13 is 1 is 20 % 6 is 1 is 10% 
65 5 60 10 
20 is % of 50 ? 16 is 
_ % of 80? 
--
24 is 
_ % of 40? 64 is _% of 80? 
15 is 
_____% of 25? 45 is 
_% of 450? 
18 is o1 of 30? 360 is o/ of 600'? _;o 
___JO 
$7.65 is 
_____% of $25.50? 9;'2 46 ~? • is _jo of ~~8 . 20? 
216 is • ·f of "' _;O 360? 252 is _% of 360? 
237 is cJ/ 
__]o of 1185? 1 1/2 is 
__% of 7 1/2? 
cf/ of 55 is 44? % of 10 is 7? __ ;o 
--
__ % of 30 is G7? rr£ __ ,o of 75 is 15? 
_ % of 84 is 25.2? __ % of 45 is 36? 
CASE II QUARTERS AND HALVES 
1. Our baseball team played 16 games and won 12 of them. 
What per cent of the g an1es played did they win? 
2 . Sixty of the 240 children in Sunday School had perfect 
attendance during the entire ye ar. What per cent of the chil-
dren wer e present al l the time? 
3 . Joe has already earned $7.45 towards a bicycle which 
costs ~2~ . 80 . What per cent of the money has he earned? 
4. Of the 108 pupils living on our side of town 54 were 
boys. What per cent of the children were boys'? What % girls'? 
5. For helping Mother care for the chickens Jim received 
3 eggs out of every dozen l aid. What per cent . of the eggs did 
he have to sell for himself? 
I 
6. Judy's stamp book hold s ;::;00 stamps . She has 50 in it 
now . What per cent of the book remains to be filled? 
!I 
7. Joe received $5 for his birthday. He decided to spend 
t¢.2 . 50 of it to have his tennis racket repaired. 1Jvhat per cent 
of his money was left? 
8 . We had only 8 examples in arithmetic today. 
c ent di d I receive if I got 6 of them correct? 
9. Nine inches is what per cent of a yard? 
\ffuat per 
10. My school day is almost 6 hours long . What per cent 
of the whol e day do I have left for all other activities? 
CASE II FIFTHS AND TENTHS 
1. Joe had completed the painting on 12 feet of the 60-
foot fence he was to paint. He thought he'd done 25% of his 
task. 'Nhat per cent had he actually completed? 
8 . Judy §pelled 28 words correctly of the 65 words on the 
test . v,·hat per cent were correct? 
3. Our nei ghborhood club has six members . We earned $40 
selling old papers . I earned ;jji l6 of this myself. What per 
cent of t he total money did I make? 
4. Joe went to visit his cousin who lives 15 miles away . 
lie rode 12 miles on the bus, and walked the rest of the way . 
YJhat per cent of the trip did he ride? 
5. Jim hit safely seven times out of ten chances he had 
at bat . He hit what per cent of the time':' 
6. Of the ~0 arithmetic examples today I got 2 wrong . 
What per cent did I ge t right? 
7. Nine days during November ·were rai. ny. 1Jilhat per cent 
of the month was rainy? 
8. Grandpa picked 45 bushel.s of apples on his .farm. 
Ei ghteen bushels of these were Bal d.vv ins . What per cent of 
his apples were Baldwins? 
9 . Dad earns $50 per week. Next week his employer has 
promised him a $5 raise. By ·w hat per· cent will his pay be in-
cre as ed? 
10. Jane has saved $80 .for camp. She ' s going .for 3 weeks , 
and it costs ~16 a week. What per cent of her savings will 
she spend on camp? 
CASE II FINDING WHAT PER CENT ONE NUMBER IS OF ANOTHER 
Rule: To find what per cent one number is of another, make a 
fraction with the number after of' as denominator and the 
other number as numerator, change this fraction to hun-
dredths, and then to per cent. 
18 is __j of 24? 30 is __:%of 36? 
18 is 2 is 66 2/3% 30 is 5 is 83 1/3% 
~ 3' '36 () 
7 is 
_ % of ~1? 16 is __%of 24? _Jo of 3U is ~5? 
16 is __fo of 96? i:!..7 is __J£ of 8.1? _% of 90 is 75? 
99 is _% of 297? 84 is ___% of ~52? ____j of 300 is 50? 
310 is ___% of 372? ::::.5 is ___Jb of 7.5? __jo of 60 is 40? 
36 is _ % of 108? 450 is _% of 675? __J of 264 is .176? 
18 is _ % of .1.08? 65 is _% of 78? __jo of 21 is 3.5? 
2 1/2 is ___% of 15? ____fo of 102 is 85? 
-----~------~-----~----------~----------~-------------~--------
35 is ___% of 56? 
35 is 5 is 6~ 1;2% 
56 8 
6 is _% or 16? 
45 is ___% of 72? 
45 is % of 120? 
-
48 is ___ % of 128? 
3.2 is ___% of ~5.6? 
$1.05 is ___% of $1.20? 
___% of 96 is 84? 
___% of 104 is 13? 
___% of 15:::: is 133? 
___% of 184 is i3? 
___% of 96 is 12? 
12 is 1 is 12 112% 
96 8 
100 is _% of 160? 
42 is ___% of 336? 
60 is ___% of 96? 
175 is ___% of ::::00? 
1.5 is ___% of 4? 
75 is ___% of ~20? 
___% of 72 is 63? 
% of 280 is 175? 
-
___% of 10 is 3 3/4? 
___% of 8.8 is 1.1? 
80 
CA.SE II THI RDS M~D SIXTHS 
1. A clerk saves $ 5 a weel;: of the 9~60 he earns. What per 
cent of his earning s does he save? 
2 . One foot is what pe r cent of a yard? 
3. Only 50 of J oe's 60 turkey eggs hatched. What per cent 
of his turkey egg s hatched? 
4. There are 36 pupils in Room 6U8 . One stormy day there 
were on ly ~ 4 present . What per cent of attendance o.id they 
have that d ay? 
5. My income last year was $ 2700 . My expenses were ~\>2250. 
I saved the rest of my money. What per cent did I spend? 
What per cent did I save? 
6. Luring the summer I spend 4 hours a. day on the p lay-
g rouna . ~~l hat per cent of the day am I at the playground ? 
7. Thirty of the children in our class live within six 
b locks of the school. Whe.t per cent of the 36 children in our 
room live within these limits? What per cent live farther? 
s ~ Joe took 48 magazines to sell. What per cent of his 
magazines were sold when he had only 16 left? 
9 . Mother is saving $1 a week towards a lamp that costs 
~~81 . At t he end of seven weeks what pe r cent of the money will 
she have saved? 
10. Sue weighs 9 pounds more t han her sister. If her sis-
ter weighs 45 pounds, what per cent of Sue 's weight i s her 




. CASE II EIGHTHS 
1 . !ti ss . Green had saved $120 . VI/hat p e r cent of her sav-
ing s did she spend on her ~15 dentist ' s bil l ? 
2 . Mother says I need 9 hours of sleep a day. What per 
cent o f the t ime should I sleep? 
3 . Dick earned :jj> l 04 last summer. He banked ~) 65 and spent 
the rest on clothes for school. What per cent of his earning s 
did he save? Did he spend'? 
4 . A big l e ague pitcher hit safely 2 4 times out of 1 98 
times at bat. What per cent of the time did he hit? 
5. A new c amer a I want c osts :,~48 . 96 . I have alread y sa vee 
.jp 4t:: . 84 . :Vhat per cent of t he cost have I saved? 
6 . Jack made 49 basketball shots i n 56 trie s . Jim made 
55 in 88 tries . What per cent di d each boy make? 
7 . Thi rty- five of the 40 chi ldren who are g oing to b e 
graduated in June have a lre ady paid f or their class pins. What 
per cent have alreauy paid? 
8 . Jane bou g ht 8 yar ds of ribbon . She used 36 inches on 
one pack age . JJ hat per cent of the ribbon a id she use on that 
one pac kag e? 
9 . Our b asketball team won 10 g ames and los t 6 games. 
VIJhat per cent of the g a.>nes we played d i d we win'? 
1 0 . John pick ed 36 quar ts of strawberries last week . His 
brother picked 6U quarts. What per cent of the total quarts 
of berries they· picked were to John's credit? What per c ent 
d i a his brother pick? 
CAS:c; II FINl)I NG Vii:IAT PER CENT ON · NuMBER IS OF AN OTHER 
Rule: To find what per cent one number is of another, make a 
fraction wit h the number after of as denominator and the 
other number as numerator, change thi s fraction to hun-
dredths, and then to per cent . 
6 is _ _ 16 of 40? 6 is _ % of 120? 
6 is 3 is 15 f{ 6 is 1 is 5% 
40 mr 120 20 





65 is _ _ 7o of 100? 108 is _ _ 1~ of 72U? _ _ % of 180 is 66? 
34 is ~L. of 40? 27 is ___fo of 60? o1 of 340 is 51 ? __ ;o 
- -
;o 
l.b is __)o of' 30? 36 is _ _ % of 820? (f/ ____/0 of 8U is 76? 
58 is ___}{ of 80? 84 is t~ of 24U? % of 1l::;O is 102 1 '-I 
-- --
1 3/4 is _ 7'b of 35? 30 is __ 'jb of 60? ~-~ _ ;o of 360 is 126 
% of 240 is 108? ___fo of 160 is 152? 
--
--------------------------------------------------------------
CASE II FRACTI ONAL E~UIVALENTS 
~4 is % of 6U? 25 is __ % of 40? 
- -
24 is 2 is 40% 25 is 5 is 62 1/2% 
60 5 40 8 
1~ is _J of 40? 36 is ____fa of 96? __ }& of 135 is 45? 
54 is ai 
_;o of 90? 4~ is ot" __ ;o of 5 6'? _fo of 64 is 24? 
44 is _y; of 80? 21 is _ % of 70? ___fa of 60 is 48? 
45 is d of 60? 34 is _ % of 40'? _ % of 56 is 35? __ ;o 
27 is __ % of 81'? 140 is oi' of 210? ci of 640 is 119 /o 10 
- - - -
i119 is (fj' __;o of 1:56? 115 is __ % of 168? __ % of 12 is 1.5? 
__ % of r~ 4 . 80 is $12 . 80'? __ lo of 110 is 33? 
q~ 
t . ·' 
CASE II TWE:N""TIEI'HS 
1. A fa~ner picked 40 crates of tomatoes. Before they 
were shipped he repacked and found B crates of ~polled tomatoes 
hat per cent of his tomatoes ~are lost? 
8 . Jim was present 68 of the· 40 days last term. What per 
cent o f the term was he present? 
3 . ':Phere are 240 pupils in the White School. Of these 36 
are in our room . ,vha t per cent of the school is in our room? 
4 . Of the G40 pupi l s in our school l3G are g irls. What 
per cent o f the school are g irls? 
5. Jim missed 9 days of school last year when he had the 
meas l es. What per cent of the total 180 school ci ays was he 
out? 
6. ¥Jr . White was paid $45 for selling a $ 300 boat . What 
per cent of the amount of the sale d id he make? 
7. Mother was cross that Jim had only 26 correctly spelled 
words out of the 40 in the test. What per cent did he receive 
on his p aper '? 
8 . Dad had a :;p4 r~ise. He used to earn ~80. ~1 hat per 
cent raise did he get? 
9. Jim has sold 12 of his hens. He has 68 left. What per 
cent of his whole flock has he sold ? 
10. 1'.1:!' . Green owed ·.3G0 more on his car. If he dec ided to 
pay off &Jj l6 a month , by what per cent was he d ecreasing his 
bill e ach month? 
t?r 
t - ·~ 
r-- . ~-----CA E II OTHER THA.r F'R.A.CT I ONAL EQUIVALENTS 
Rule: To 1'ind what p er cent one number is of another , make a 
fraction with the numbe r after of a s denominator and the 
other number as numerator , change thi s fraction t o hun-
dredths , and then t o per c ent. 
36 is "' of 1 50? of' of 2 6 is 88? __ ,o __ ;o 
06 i s 12 ... 2 4 is ~4d 22 is 11 . 84 is 84 4/16% ~ ;o 
150 50) l G. OO 26 13 ) 11.00 
1 6 J:s 
_:fo of 00 ? 15 is ~ of 1 25? ___J1o of 40 is 17? 
22 i s _jo of 25? 63 is ~ of 75'? o/ of 80 is 21? _ , 
--
,o 
12 is _fa of 90? 11 is <11 of 13 ? _ _ % of 99 i s 11? 
--
;o 
30 i s ~L of ~2 5? 6 is <5.' of 144? rr: of 490 is 70 . __ ;o 
_ /o _ _ ;& 
30 i s cl of 96? 54 is .. 1/ of 63t~) c: of ;::;8 i s 8? __ ;o 
_ .._,;' 0 __ /O 
24 is o!,.. of 75 c! 15 is :i~ of c:u O? _fo of :c50 i s 1 . __ ,o 
- -
. 
__ % of 3 00 is 5 . ?'? i'?1 . 45 is _ ;& of $ 58? 
--------------------------------------------------------------
CASE II PER CENTS GREAT'""R THAN 100% 
30 is _jo of 25? 90 is of. __ ,o of 72? 
30 is 6 is 1 1/5 90 is 10 is 5 is 1 1/4 
25 5 72 8 4 
is 1 . 2 0 is 120% is 1 . 2 5 is 125% 
28 is __jo of 20 ? 18 is r_r/ of 12? ot of 110 is 220? 10 __;o 
- - · 
75 is --;; · of ;::,o? 63 is vf' of 42? __ % of 100 is 850? 
_ ;o _ _ /o 
88 is I of 80? 500 is .. / of 375? u1 of 20 is 80? 'I ___ j o _ _ ;o 
--
;o 
80 is cf. 
_;0 of 64? 170 is __ % of 119? __ % of ;)6 is 54? 
77 is __ % of 70? 390 is :JI of l GO? at of 1 3 . 2 i s 102 . __ 7o __ lo 
I 
___Jo __ % _% 
I 
1 4 is of :c: . s 56 is of G4'? of 65 is 70? 
~ of 'H~3 . 60 is ~8 . 10? o/ pf 208 is 860? 
I 
__ I __ /O 
I 
I 
CASE II OTHER THAN FRACTI ONAL EQUIVAL NTS 
1 . 11hat mark shoul d J1;1.dy r e c eive for g etting 72 out of 75 
history test items correc t? 
2. Jerry had 90 baby chicks , but h: of them died . What 
per cent of them died? 
3 . Mr . White earned ~p220 last month . His rent is ~~ 55 a 
month. hat per c ent of his money does he spend for rent? 
4 . In M:iss Green 1 s room there are 32 pupils . 
are g irls . What per cent of her cla ss are girls? 
18 of them 
I 
5 . On a test of 60 words , J ane missed 11. 
of the words does she still need to study? 
~ hat per cent 
I 6 . Jack haci saved 45 dimes . He bought a book costing $.1 . 
i.'Vhat per cent of his money did he spend on the book? 
I 7 . ··orty students in a cla ss of 75 elec ted the g eneral 
I 
course in bi g h school . ' V'hat per cent of the c lass took t h e 




8 . Jim missed only 1 6 basketball shots out of 75 trials. 
What per cent of the shots did he make? 
9. In a class of id50 pupils 180 passe d their swimmer's 
test . ;Vhat per c ent of the group were non- swimmers . 
10 . Last week Jane earned ~2 .50 . She spent 55 cents for a 
movie , 80 cents for lunches , ~1 . 00 f or c ar fare , and banked 
the rest . What per cent of her earn ing s did ahe spend on each 
of the four items? 
' 
Ci\.8 E II PER CENTS GREATER TBAN 100% 
1 . Last year 120 parents came to our Open House Ni g ht. 
This year 300 visited. This year's number of parent s is what 
per cent of last year 's number? 
2 . w~ . Green pays $75 for a g overnment bond which will be 
worth ~100 in ten years. It will then be worth what per cent 
of the amount he ~ aid for it? 
3 . Jane saved ':~ 18U .Last year, and Judy saved 1~ 80 . 
saving s are what per cen t of Judy's? 
Jane's 
4 . Jim is 14 years old 1 and his father is 36 . What per 
cent o f Jim's age is hi s father ' s ag e? 
5 . lfr . i3rown borrowed 11>000 from the bank . At the end of 
the year he p aid back ~318 . The amount he paid back was what 
per cent of the amount he borrowed? 
6 . After ten years the $~00 I deposited in the b ank had 
grown to b e $244 . This new amount is what per cent of my 
orig inal d eposit? 
7. My sititer earns &\i 36 a week, and I earn :Pl6 . My sister ' s 
earning s are what per cent of mine? 
8 . Last year Mr . Gr e en picked only 60 bushels of apples . 
This year he p icked 195 bushels from the same trees . This 
year's crop is what per c ent of .Last year ' s? 
9 . It cost Dad ~140 f' or my brother Jim 1 s clothes for col -
leg e , and ~>80 for my clothes for high s c hool. The cost of 
Jim's c.Lothes was what pe r cent of the cost of mine? 
10. Farmer Green ~lanted G4 bushels of seed p otatoes. They 
produced ~52 bushels of ne w p otatoes . The crop was what per 
cent of the orig inal seed potatoes? 
' .~ 
.. 
CASE II FINDING WHAT Pl.!..R CENT ONE NUMBER IS OF ANOTHER TO 
THE NEli,.REST WHOLE PER CENT 
13 is __fa of 29? 8 i s ___jo of 22? 
13 . 44® 45% 8 
. 3g@ 36% 







4U is __jo of 51 ? 25 is ___fo of 32? 
9 is ,:rf of 11? 13 is __ % of 168? __ to 
11 is _jo of 15? 68 is <J/ __ ;o of 73? 
74 is rJ/ of 78? 71 is __ % of 81? 
-
f O 
85 is ~ 
_ ,o of 125? 81 is _fo of 93 '? 
53 is _ % of 72? 5 is _ % Of 16? 
38 is 6L of 56? 16 is % of 29? __ ,o
--
27 is rJ/ of b3? 17 is ___:;; of 4U0 ? __ to 
165 is 
_ % of 450? 13 is ___;lo of 32? 
16 is cP' __ ;o of 98'? 89 is (Jf _ ;o of 215? 
q-~ . 
'· . 
CASE II FINDI NG ; ~HA'l' .l:'ER CENT ON£!; NU!VIBER I S OF AN OTHER 
TO THE N ""~.REST T ENTH OF A PER CJ:!:NT 
5 is cf/ of 17? 7 is rrL of 15? _Jo ,o 
--
5 .:d94(j> 29.4~ 7 .46~ 46.7~ 









40 is _jb of 51? 25 is 
_ % of 32? 
9 is ___jo of 11? 1:5 is __ % of 168? 
11 is 
_ % Of 15? 68 is __ % of 73? 
74 is (f/ 
___Jo of 78? 71 i s cJi __ lo of 81? 
85 is .,·-' of 1 ::::: 5? 81 is %' of 93? 
_ !o __ . o
53 is _ % of 72? 5 is % of 16? 
--
38 is d of 56? 16 is __% of 29? __ ;o 
27 is 




_ % of 450? 16 is of __ ;o of 3::::? 
1 6 is 
_% of 98? 89 is _ % of 215? 
CA.SE I I NEAREST WHOL E PER CENT 
Rule: To express a rraction to the nearest whole per cent, 
divide , carry ing the d ivision to three decimal p laces, 
and r ound off the decimal to t he nearest hundredth, then 
move the decimal p oint ~ places to the right to change 
to per cent. (In r ouna ing off , if the t hird place is 5 
or more , increase the second p lace by l; if t he third 
place i s less than 5 , leave ~he secona place as it is .) 
1. Jim bought a bicyc~e for $49 , and sold it two years 
later for $ G6 . Find (to the near est whole per cent) what per 
cent the secondhand price is of the original pri ce~ 
G. Jack made 25 baskets out of 38 trials. Find the per 
cent of times he was successful to t he nearest per cent. 
3 . Joe g ot ~9 correct on a test of ~8 items. To t he near-
est whole per cent what should his marK be? 
4 . Judy won 6 out of 11 t ennis sets l.ast week . What pe r 
cen t of t he sets p layed did she win--to the nearest per cent? 
5. ~hat per cent of t wo weeks i n April was it rainy, if it 
rained on ni ne days --to the nea r est whole per cent? 
6 . Jane won 4 games of p i n g p ong out of 7 g ames she p lay ed. 
wit h Juay . Find to the nearest per cent what per cent she won. 
7. Tom was absent 6 days last year. If there were 185 
days on which school was in ses sion, find Tom's attendance per -
centag e t o the nearest per cent. 
8 . At summer camp al.l but 18 of the ;::.30 boys learned to 
swim. Wha t per cent learned to swim--to the nearest per cent? 
I 
9. If last year was leap year and s chool wa s in session 
18U days , what per cent of the entire yearwas the school open--
express your answer to the nearest whole per cent? 
1 0 . Mr . Green picked 480 bushe ls of apples. He sent 175 bu. 
to market, sold 225 bu. at his roadside stand , ana put 80 bu. 
in st orag e. Fina to the nearest per cent the per cent that he 
disposed of in each way. 
CASE II ~Tru~DINGS OF TEAMS 
Usual ly team standings are expressed as decimal s correct 
to the nearest thousandth. Therefore , we divide the number of 
games won by the number of games played (this includes both 
those won and those lost) , carry the division to 4 places, ru1d 
round o.t'f to the nearest thousandth. (In the case of an indi-
vidual player ' s standing, we divide hits by times at bat .) 
Fino the terun standings for each team in both leagues: 
American League 
Team Won 





ash ington 30 








































Find the team standings from the records o1· these .t'ootball 
teams over a five-year period: (The games tied are excluded.) 
Col l ege Won Lost College Won Lost 
Holy Cross 40 5 Boston Univ . 24 20 
Duke jt) 8 Northeastern 20 21 
Fordham 35 8 Harvard 16 28 
Dartmouth 33 10 Univ. of Maine 18 33 
Yale 24 20 Princeton 10 31 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Find the batting average of each of these ten player:::J on our 
seventh-grade baseball team : 
Player Hits A. B. Player Hits A.B. 
Green 22 39 Black 18 54 
Jones 23 41 Dale 16 49 
vVhi te 22 51 Hill 14 43 
Snow 20 49 Kelly 12 46 
Brown 16 47 Tr i pp 1~ 47 
0 ·1 ,._, _ 
lr 
CASE II PER CENT OF INCREASE OR DECREASE 
Rul e : To i'ind. the per cent of increase or decrease that one num 
ber is of another , fina the di fference betwe en the two 
numbers, this a ifference is aivided by the original number 
with which you are comparing the other number , change thi~ 
fraction to a decimal and then to per cent . Notice 
whether there i s increase or decrease , ana l abel increase 
wi th a plus sign, and decre a se with a minus sign. 
From 36 cents to 84 cents 
24 cents 
-lG cents 1~ is 1 is 
From 120 t o 160 
36 to 42 
;so to 15 
35 to 42 
96 t o 80 
66 3 
- 63 l/3% 
From 18 to 15 
45 to 54 
50 t o 10 
28 to 35 
125 to 75 
From ~6 cents to 36 cents 
G6 
f rn . 38 6/13 ~2~6~) "'"""1;-";o~.;.:;o~o~:......;::;..::. 








From 15 to 25 From 16 to GU 
18 to 24 10 to 6 
100 to 70 16 to 14 
120 to 140 20 to 18 
40 to 3 4 80 to 90 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Find the increase or decrease t6 the nearest whole per cent: 
From :::::6 to 35 From 36 to G5 
26 25 
. 3s:@ PJ .34@ - IT 











From 40 t o 49 From 18 to ~2 From :56 to 31 From 17 to 15 
19 to f;2 28 to 2 5 40 to 37 36 to 38 
14 to 11 11 to 15 9 to 16 21 to 8 7 
13 to 15 16 to G1 35 to 37 16 to 13 
G9 to 25 23 to 18 37 to 3 5 17 to 9 
CASE II PER CENT OF INCREASE OR DECREASE 
1. The cost of a baseball bat was increased from ~1 . 50 to 
$~ .u0. ~hat per cent of increase was that? 
2. The train's speed increased from 50 to 60 miles per 
hour. vvhat was the pe r cent of increase in speed'? 
3. Strawber• ries a week ago sold for 50 cents a box . Now 
they are only 05 cents. They cost what per cent less toctay? 
4. Wha~ is the per cent of increase in rent when it is 
raised from ~750 a year to $840? 
5. Last winter Mr . Black used 16 tons of coal. 'l'his year 
he used only l~ tons. ~ hat was the per cent of decrease in 
his coal usage? 
6. Mr. Black's salary increased t'rom $i::::"±O to ~;25~ a month. 
What per cent raise did he receive? 
7. Jim can walk to school in 12 minutes from his new home. 
F'rom his f ormer home it took him J.8 minut es. By what per cent 
has h~s walking time been reduced? 
8 . JacK has 45 marbles, and Joe has 3u . Has Jack 33 1/3~ 
or 50% more than Joe? 
9. What is the per cent of reduction of a $6 book which 
now sells r·or $~ .25? 
10. What is the per cent of increase in price on oranges 
whi ch were 25 c ents a dozen, and now cost 39 cents? 
CASES I AND II REVIEW 
Using frsritiona.l equivalents : · 
8 is 
_ % of 16? 12 l/~to of 16 is? 
8 is 1 is SO% l X 16 is 2 
16 ~ 8 
8 1.s rf, __ , o 01' ;::;4? 25% of 60 is? __ % of 75 is 15? 
25~& of 480 is '? __ % of 25 is 10? l;C; -;ztJ .L )o of' fis0 . 20 
" 
is? 
25 is ul of 40? 20% of 480 is? __ % of 68 is 17? __ ;o 
30% of .jji3 . 50 is? 34 is rr/ __ % of 68? 83 l/3%• of $ 3 . 00 is? 
_J& of 200 is 140? 24 is _ % of 32? 67 l/2~b of · ·6 . 4 0 is? 
__ % of 42 is 7? 5 o1 jO of 400 is? 62 1/2% of 1 20 is? 
___ % of 1 2 5 is 100? 70% of $ 6 . u0 is? 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Us1.ng decimals: 





4% of ~36 is? 
32 is % of' 66? 
--
72% of <iJ) l4 is? 
l3fo of $75 is? 
_ % of 25 
21 % of $3b0 
75 is % __ o 
__ % of 75 
18 is ___% of 61? 
is 
18 .29 31/61 





14? 24% Oi' $ 60 
is? 9 is __ % 
is? 
Of 48? 
of 85? 32;b" of $5.50 is? 
is 65? 3 is ___ % of '±0? 
___ % of %>3U is $ 16? 2% of $ 25 .50 is? 1 4 is _jo Of 3b? 
33% of 4$300 is? 35 is :;;' __ 7o of' l.J..5? 54 is _ % of 63? 
54% os $ 48 is? 3% of $ '±U is? 
IV CASE III 
To the teacher: 
Sheets on the following topics are included in this section: 
Fractional Equivalents 
Decimal Forms 
Review of all three cases 
This case is considered by most authorities to be more 
an eighth-grade phase of percentage; therefore, the presentation 
here is not in too great detail. However, if the pupils who 
learn faster are ready for this step, same practice is presented. 
For further work see the sheet under Commission on f 
ing the amount of sales. 
The review exercises and problems found here may be 
used by those teachers not presenting Case III if they will take 
the time to go through the problems and ask the pupils to answe 
only those which they have studied--that is, omit the problems 
involving Case III. 
CASE I II FINDING THE NUMBER 
Rule: To find the number when a per cent of it is known, divide 
the given number by the given per cent. 
66 2/3% of is $2.40 
$2 • 40 :- it./ '6 is 
$ 1.:2:0 $i.A/J x 3 is $~ , 
$32 is 40% of ___ 
12 is 25% of ___ 
$8 is 5% of _ 
66 2/3% of ___ is $~.40 
36 is 75% of ___ 
60% of ___ is $2.70 
36 is 37 1/2% of ___ 
$4.50 is 62 1/2% of ___ 
$1.5U is 20% of ___ 
60% of ___ is $4.50 
$2.~5 is 75% of ___ 
$2.25 -:- 3/4 is 
* .75 $~.~JS x 4 is $:h9_£ 
'P 
33 1/3% of is $48 
90% of ___ is 36 
60 is 30% of 
12 1/~% of _ is $ 7 
16 2/3% of is $12 
-
70% of is $1.40 
-
35 is 83 1/3% of 
48 is 80% of 
87 1/2% of is $ 56 
90% of ___ is $1.60 
-----~------------------------------- ------~~~-----~-----------18 is i5% of ___ 
I 1 20. 
.15)T'8-:1m"' I ~ 
24 is 8% of _ 
12% of ___ is ~6 
16% of ___ is 48 
5.4 is '3% of _ 
is 2~% of _ 
is 15% of 
14% of 
24 is 6% of _ 
4 00 . 
120 
15% of 
• 0~}~4.00" 400 
is 2 4 
49 is 7% of _ 
15% of_ is 84 
4% of_ is .84 
14 is 35% of 
18% of ___ is 18U 
is 4.2 16% of 
36 is 24% of 
-
34 is iO% of 
6% of_ is 84 
27 is 9%' of' _ 
12 is 5% of _ 
63% of _ is 315 
is 6.4 
CASE III FRACTIONAL £'QUIVALENTS 
1 . Mr. Brown pai a $7.50 for a lamp which was selling for 
'15 ~& of its regular price. What was the regular price? 
2. :Mr. Green pays :wl:C a week rent. If he spends 25% of 
his income on rent, how much must he make a week? 
3. Jane says that she has read 70% of her book. If she 
has read 210 pag es, how many pag es d oes the whole book contain? 
4. Judy is 10 years old. She is 20% as old as her mother. 
How old i s her mother'? 
5. Jane's mark on a test ~ ·as 80~i> . She had 16 examp les 
correct. How many examples were there on the t est? 
6 . Jack bought a suit at a 11 12 1/2% off" sale, and saved 
himself ~~2. i. hat was the regular price of the suit? 
7 . Our basketball team lost 4 g ames or GO% of the games 
they played. How many g ames did they play? 
8 . Ted gained 4 1;2 pounds at camp . He said , "This is 5 % 
of my weig ht now. 11 What must his weight be now~~ 
9 . At a b argain sale Mrs. 
marked down 33 1/3?6 for 4ti 4.40. 
price did the $ 4.40 r e present? 
have been'? 
Black b ought a pair of shoes 
What per cent of the regular 
vv hat must the regular price 
10. ~ store advertised they were selling all g ood s at 4:0~b 
off. What was the regular price of a tennis racket which cost 
~J~3 . 6U during the sale? 
CASE III OTHER THAN C01m ON FRACTIONS 
1. ~ . Green allows 22% of his income for rent . If his 
rent is ~55 a month, what is his monthly income? His yearly 
income ? 
~ . On our trip to California we found the ~134 .10 we paid 
for g as was 45% of our total expenses. What were our total ex-
penses? 
3 . If Judy wants to earn $5, and she g ets 33 1/3% of all 
the mon ey she takes in selling strawberries, how many dollars ' 
worth of strawberries must she sell to earn her $ 5? 
4. Mrs. Green bought a pocketbook for $4.25, and this was 
85% of the regular price . What was the re gular price of the 
pocketbook? 
5. If Jane spent $144 or 15% of he r yearly salary for 
clothes, what was her yearly salary? 
6. 1!r . Blaclt just paid $~8u d own on a secondhand car. His 
payment was 35~b of the cost of the car. What was the cost of 
the car. 
7. We have earned *~108 towards t h e goal we have set to 
rais e money for new baseball equipment . The coach says we have 
earned 27 % of iNhat we need. How much was our goal? 
8. Dad sold a house for $7820. He l ost 8% of what it cost 
him . The money he received was what per cent of Dad's cost? 
What must Dad 's cost have been? 
9. Mr . Black boug ht a rug for ;j;i267 .75 at a n15% offil sale . 
;; hat was the regu l ar price of the rug ? 
10. Mr. Green will sell me a radio for $85 . He is givi n g 
me 32% off. \fhat per cent of the re gular price am I paying<:' 
What must the re gular pri ce be? 
REVIEW 
4 
16 2/3% of 24 is 1 X 'J-/± 
~ 
1 
20 is __jo of 60? ~ is 
25% of 48 is? 
75 /b of is 'd 
1G 1/2% of ~240 is? 
18 is ___% of ~0? 
. 25% of _ is 16 
8 is __ % of 48? 
10i~ of 600 is? 
3 
86 1/ 3~6 of is 45 
30% of .i5u is? 
___ % of 56 is 40? 
is 
63 
ALL THREE CASES 
4 40% of is 10 
5 
:LYJ x 5 is 25 
't 
24 is ___ % of 48? 
50% of is 24 
4 is 66 2/3% of 
25% of 16 is? 
75}~ of 120 is? 
87 1/2% of $64 is? 
14 is _Jo of 05? 
60 J.S 
_ % of 160? 
9 is % of .L80? 
--
270 is 9u% of 
10 : 2 
0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
48 i s 4"z f O of 96 is _ % of 48? 
12 00 1200 2 
. 04) 48 . 00 ~ is 2 . uo is ~OO% 48 
300% of 48 is? X 0.00 .144 
14490 
2% of 72 is? 100 is .125% of 4 . 8 is _ %' of 48? 
175% of 64 is? 125 is _1o of 50? 14% of is 28? 
13~% of 40 is? 18% of 60 is? 22% of is 44 
9 is __ % of 25? 15% of 90 is? 197b of is 57 
65 is ____;; of 52? 66 is 300% of 91 is at _ ,o of 140? 
6% of .150 is? 217 is _ % of 100? .L40% of 270 is? 
195 is 65% of? . 8,~ of 120 is? 
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REVI EW CASES I, II , AND III 
1 . Four of 32 b oxes o f strawberries s p oiled in shipment. 
What per cent of the berries spoiled in shipmen t? 
2 . Dad divided hi s chang e among us children. I received 
30 c e n ts which was ~ 5% of it . If each of us received the same 
per cent, how many children does Dad have ? How much change 
did he start wi th ? 
3 . Judy di vided ~0 cookies equal~y among f our friends and 
hers e lf. How many cookies d id each receive? 
4. During an epidemic G60 of 650 people were ill . How 
many of ·che pe ople were ill'? What IBr cent were not ill ? 
5 . J im g ave Jack lG marbles. If he g ave him 3 0% of all 
he had, how many did Jim originally have? 
6. Joe 1 s calf weighs 160 pound s, and Judy's c alf we i ghs 
1 40 p ounds . The weight of Judy ' s calf is what per cent of th e 
weig ht of Joe's calf? 
7. There were 150 animals exhib ited at the fair. If so% 
of them were cows, 30 · were pigs, and ;::;o% were horses, how many 
of each animal were there? 
8 . Dad sai d t hat the ~245 he paid last week was 05% of 
Bob ' s total expenses at college. How much were Bob's total ex-
penses'? 
9. Today the baker made 40 cak~ s . 55% of them were angel 
cakes, G5% were chocolate, 10% were coconut, 5 % were spong e, 
and 5% were spice. How many cakes of e ach kind did he bake? 
10. There were 3 20 jars of canned g ood s shown by our Four 
Club at the local fair. 60~6 were canned f'rui t, 65% were canned 
vegetables, and 5% were canned meat. How many jars of each 
kind were shown? 
11 . Joe had 90 c ents in his pocket this morning . He spent 
1 8 cents f or a notebook, 15 cents f or a magazine , l 8 .·c ents for 
stamps, and 00 cents for lunch. What per cent of his money d id 
he have left? 
12 . Jane spent 60 cents for some yarn . She figured that 
would be about 15 ~& of wha.t she needed for a sweater . How much 
would all the yarn cost? 
REVIEW (Continued) 
13. There were 50 questions on a history test. Joe's mark 
was 90%. How many questions did he answer correctly? 
14. Jim had $15. He spent ~O% of it for a bat, and ~O% 
of it f or a g love. How much did he spend for the bat; for the 
g love ; and how much a id he have left? 
15. The price of a clock radio is reduced from ~48 to $36. 
What is the per cent of reduction? 
16. lf~s. Black saved $1G by buying a coat at a 20% off 
sale. What was the re gular price of the coat? 
17. My telephone bill. last month was $3. My tot a l ex-
pens e s were ':150. My telephone expense was what per cent of 
my tot a l. expenses? 
18. Mr. Vfui te saves $ GO a month or 10% of his salary. 
What is his monthJ.y salary? 
19 . Our team won 12 baseball g ames. If our standing is 
. 375, how many games must we have playe d? 
GO . On our automobile trip we spent ~pl2 for cabins, ~~9 .40 
for f ood , ;~ 16 .3U for auto expense s, and :hnG. 30 for souvenirs. 
What were our total expenses , and what per cent of them did we 
spend on each of the four i terns? 
j_[ l>,.1' . ': 
V DISCOUNT 
I To the teacher: 
' Sheets on the following topics are included in this section: 
Finding :uiscount s and Net Prices 
Finding Rate of Discount 




Familiarize the pupils with the terms: discount, u% 
off" , rate of discount, net price, reduced price, marked price, 
list price, etc. 
These sheets may be presented as a unit by themselves 
l or, as already suggested, they may be correlated with Case I or 
II after all fractional equivalent s have been presented. 
The brighter pupils in Grade Seven will enjoy chain 
discounts--be sure to have them understand that the order in 
which the ai scounts are taken dees not affect the final net 
price. Changing the order of discounts provides an excellent 
check for this type of example! 
DISCOUNT 
1. Mr. Green received a 5 % discount on a $129.80 washing 
machine by paying cash. How much was this cash discount? 
2. Judy liked a hat which orig inally sold for $,4.50. Dur-
ing a 1~40% off11 sale she could s a ve how much on it? What would 
it cost her? 
3. How much will a $ 35 radio cost if bought at a 15% di s-
count sale? 
4. Which bed costs less, one marked $58 .50 and reduced 
33 l/3~[ , or one marked ~~50 and reduced lc 1/ 2% . How much J.ess? 
5. Jim decided to buy the cheaper of these two items: an 
archery set which had been ~3.98 and was reduced 25%, or a bad-
minton set which had been t?5 and was now selling for 40/& off . 
Which one did he buy, and how much d id it cost him? 
6. Snow tires priced at ~~ 14 each could be bought for 35% 
off during the summer. How much will two of these summer 
specials cost? 
7 . Mr. Green saved 16 2/3% by buying his seeds in January. 
How much did he save on a $15 order? How much did they cost 
him? 
8. During a fire sale at which g oods are marked down 35%, 
what will a regularly priced $68 rug cost? 
9. Uncle Jack sold Da a a ~42. 50 desk for 00% off. What 
did the d esk cost Dad? 
10. During February the King Furniture Company advertised 
3016 off on dining room furnishi ng s, and 40% off on kitchen fur-
nishings. Nu> . Green bought a ~16 kitchen table, six a ining 
room chairs at ~3 each, a ~13 kitchen stool, a d i ning room table 
which sold regularly for $ 48 , and a $180 electric stove . How 
much money did he save altog ethe r? 
11. The Y. M. C. A. needs 50 new p ing pong balls fo r the recre 
ation room. If they are listed at 10 cents each and the nyu 
gets a ;::; 5% discount, how much will they cost the nyu? 
12. The IVIus i c St ore b ought 1 5 radios listed at $ 65. Their 
discount was 63 1/0%. What d id the radios cost them? 
j__ -' ·. ~ 
DISCOUlff (Continued) 
13. Mr. Black saved 5% on his coal bill by having it d e-
livered during the summer. His bill should have been $105. 
how much d id it cost him? 
14~ A new car is sai 6 to depreclate, or decrease in value, 
40{o the first year. How much will a $~175 car be worth at the 
end of a year? 
15. A merchant buys shoes listed at $10.95 at a 33 1/0% 
discount . How much will it cost him for 06 pairs of these 
shoes? 
16. ~/!.r. Green's electric bill last month was ~~ .50. He is 
allowed a 2% discount for paying his bill within 10 days . How 
much will it CQSt him if he pays the bill promptly? 
17. A storekeeper usually pays 7 1/2 cents ( $ .075) a pound 
for chicken feed. He is notified that beginning next month the 
c.ost of the feed will be reduced 20.ct . How much will 240 pounds 
at the ne w price cost him? 
18 . How much will -chree pairs of stocking s which well regu-
larly f or ijjil. 2 5 a pair cost, if they are marked d. cwn 10%? Ex -
pres s your answer to the nearest cent. 
19. A manufacturer offered the g raduating class a 10% dis-
count on 66 or more class pins . The p rice of the pins was 
<!'·2 .50. If there are 42 who buy pi n s, how much wi l l the class 
save on all the pins? 
20 . Find to the nearest cent how much a .. '27 .35 jacket will 
cost b ought at 8% discount? 
PER CBNT OF DISCOUNT 
1. If the bookstore is sell ing ~:; t:: . bO books for ~~ 1 . 75, how 
much i s s aved on each book? This saving is what per cent of 
t he orig i n aL cost , or, what is the per cent of discount? 
2 . A s .L i ghtly scratched camera, which usually sells f or ~,24 
is marked d own to $20. What is the per cent of saving ? 
3 . ' hat is the per cent of reduction on a $5U coat whi ch 
now s ell s f or $42? 
4. A $15 tennis racket is reduced to $12.75 . V'\fh a t is the 
per cent of reduction? 
5. I f a $1~ dress is marked d own to 87.50, what per cent 
i s saved? 
6 . Ten dollar ice skates are marked down to $8 . 40 . What 
is the per cent of discount? 
7. ~.~/hat is the per cent of discount on a Sl-7 . 95 shirt wh i c 
is sold fo r $6 . 36? 
8 . Canned corn which usually sells f or 21 cents is mar·ked 
down to 18 c ents . :~at is the per cent of reduction? 
9 . How much do I save by buying a gal lon of maple syrup 
fo r ;,~0 . 00 instead of paying 90 cents a quart? ·what per cent 
do I save? 
10 . T•1r . Brown paid $7.65 f or· goods listed at fp 8 . 15 . What 
per cent did he save over the list price? 
SUCCESSIVE OR CJ:LI\ TN DISCOUNTS 
Remember: The first discount is taken off the original price , 
the second discount is t aken off the f irst reduced price, the 
third aiscount is taken off the second reduced price, etc . 
&ou cannot add the d iscounts tog ether and subt r act . ) 
"'5 0 :-· o cJf 
-;;; ' i::: ;o ' l u _.z ;o, 
$ 10 
1 x $;511 is ~10 
15 
~~36 . 00 
5 . 40 
$30 . 60 
lst Di s c t . 
2nd Disct . 
3rd Red . Pr . 











1 st Red . Pr . 
8nd Red . Pr . 
3rd Disct . 
1 . Find the net price on 0 602 . 50 worth of g ood s if dis -
counts of 20 · and 5% are allowed . 
2 . If h r . Green is allowed disc ounts of 25~[ and 10%, what 
wi ll :W 600 worth of merchandise cost him? 
3. ' ~hat is the net price of a .];;35 camera sold with dis -
counts of 80 5b and 10%? 
4 . Seventy-five dollar suits cost the dealer how much with 
discounts of 30% and 10%? 
5 . A ~\i) l :::: article is offe red with 33 l/3~i and 10% di scount s 
How much will it cost? 
6 • • plumbing company bought ~l64u worth of g oods and re-
ceived successive discounts of 25%, 107& and G ~& . hat wil l b e 
the ne t cost? 
7. A mang le is l i sted at $105 with 2U%, 10%, and 5% dis -
count s . Find the net price . 
8 . How much more is saved on a ~~150 rad i_o with a single 
discount of 25%, r ather than discounts of 20?b and 5%? 
9 . 1Vhich is the cheaper, and how much will it c ost --an $ 80 
suit less ~% , or a ~ 100 suit less 15% ana 10%? 
10 . A d e a ler buys -chree dozen k itchen sinks listed at ~) 98 
e a ch. He rec e ives oiscounts of 33 1;3% ana 5%. How muc h aoes 
he pay for his order of sinks'? 
VI COMMISSION 
To t he teacher: 
Sheets on the f ollowing are included in this section: 
Commission and Net Proceeds 
Finding Rate of Commission 




The suggested terminology wit h which to acquaint the 
pupils includes: commdssion, rate of commission, net proceeds, 
-
I salary, commission agents as used by fa~mers, real estate agents ~ 
retail store clerks etc. 
If the subject of COL1mission is presented as a unit by 
itself, it may be desirable to present a sufficient amount of 
Case ][ to enable the pupils to f i nd the amount of the sal es. 
___ ..::.~-- -.=..==:._..:.,_-==:::;___ 
COMMISSION 
1 . Mr . B~ack makes blrdhouses for a hobby . His son Jack 
seLLs them for 85 cents each. If his Dad gives him 20% of the 
seliing price , how muc h does Jack make on each birdhouse? 
~ . Jane re ceived a commission of 30 ~~ on her magazine sales . 
Last month she sola $150 worth. What was her commission? How 
much d id she turn in t o the co mpany as net proceeds? 
3 . A. real estate ag ent charg es 0% of the saie pri c e fo r 
every house he se il s . How much does he charge for selling a 
~~25 , uOu house? How much d oes the owner receive? 
4. :rv~r . Green receives i5 % commission for selling a ~98 
sui t . What ~as his commission? 
5 . An agent sold Farmer Bro~Jvn's cattle for $ 4960 . The 
a gent paid frei ght charg es of ~li> 96 . 80 and charged 5% co:rr..mission 
on the sale . How much money dia Farmer Br01'1/n receive f or his 
cattle? 
6 . How much did Mr . Bl ack re c eive for s e lling twelve lots 
a t $ 60 0 eac h, if he is paid 5% commission? 
7 . Di ck sold 84 baskets of tomatoes at 5U cents a basket 
f or his Da d . Dad p aid him 107~ cornmission . Hmv much did Dick 
earn? How much did Da <i r eceive'? 
8 . Iflr . 11h:i.t e sold N1r . Brown ' s house for @;::;o , ouo. vrr . 
~rthi te c har g es LJ:% c ommission . How much diu Mr. Brown receive 
for h is house? 
9 . Jack's father works in a o.e p artmen t store which pays 
him ~3G . 50 a week , and 3 % conwission on all sales over $300. 
How much did he earn the week his sales amounted to ,.,524? 
10. What wiii be the comnission on 75 b oxes of apples sell-
i ng at :jl; i. 4u a box , if t he charg e is 5%'? What will the net 
proceeas be? 
11. How much do e s an auto salesman receive for s e lling a 
sec onahand car for ,~f;l490, and another f or ~i285 , if he is paid 
a conwissi on of 15% on h is sales? 
1 2 . At Christmas time Joe solo 5;::; subscriptions to a ~3 
magaz ine 1 and was pai d a commission of ;::;O Jb. How much aid he 
earn? 
COlVJM ISSION (Continued) 
13. J ane 1 s sister is paid. ;;~85 a week and lO{o commission. 
The week her sales were ~G40 what was her t otal pay? 
14 . ~ b ook agent sold 725 books at $1.35 each . He re-
cei vea 25;b commission. How much did he turn over to his com-
pany on his sales? 
15. An architect charges 6% of the cost of erecting a 
school build ing . What was his fee on a buLLaing which cost 
't: 265 ,000? 
16 . Juay 's sister sells dres ses for a large department 
store . She is paid a salary of ~;:20 a week, and a commission 
of 2:£ of her sales. During the four weeks before Christmas she 
s old $ 64~ worth of dresses. ~bat were her total earnings for 
the four -week pe rioa? 
17. Dr . Jones had $3~50 owea him in back account s. He 
told 11r . '.ihi te that he would pay him 12% of all he could col-
lect . Mr . ~' hite collected $645 fo r Dr. Jones. How much money 
d id Mr . White receive? How much did Dr. Jones get? 
18 • .IIr . Green palo an agent ~ 6/4Jb commission for selling 
2680 pounds of wool at 3~ cents a pound. How much did the 
agent receive? How much did Ivlr . Green receive? 
19 •• r. Black is just starting a new job. His first 
week 1 s sal es amounted to · '400. His boss offered him a ~~40 a 
week salary plus a 2 1;2% commission , or straight co~mission 
of 15%. ~hat would be his pay under each of these plans? 
20 . Mr . Green sells electric water heaters to plumbers. 
fie is pa id ~90 a month plus 8% conwission . How much did he 
make f rom salary and commission the month his sales arn.ounted 
to ~4167? 
09 
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RATE OF COlviMISSION 
5 . r.rr. Green was pai d $ 225 commission for selling a ~5 , 000 
s ummer camp. What per c ent of commi s s ion did he charge? 
6 . Mr. White's sales for the Plumbin6 Supply Company .last 
I 
month were ::35275 . His commissi on wa s i$211. ' hat rate of com-
l miss ion was this? 
I 7. 'I'he g r aduating class earne d ~i21 .75 by selling ~ -·78 . 50 worth of flower seeds. 1vhat per cent did the seed company p ay 
them? 
8 . An insurance a gent kept ~31.25 as his commission on t he 
first payment on a new policy. If the first payment was ~125 , 
what v'Jas his rate o f commission '? 
9. The real estate a gent c harg ed $ 15 for selllng a ,~250 
lot. '1 h a t rat e was t hat? 
1 0 . Joe ' s father has his choice of selling in two depart-
ments in a furniture store. The radio department will pay him 
~· 6 for a ~'l 48 sale;. the rug department will p ay him ~1>9 f or a 
'_]i 60 rug sale . dhat rate of commission d oes each department 
offer'! 
- ... n. 
.).t -J. ·u 
FINDING THE AMOUNT OF SALES 
1 . Judy wants to earn ~ .' 25 for her vacation at summer camp . 
Mr . Jones says that he will pay her ~O~b commission for selling 
veg etables at his roadside stand . HovJ many dollars 1 worth of 
vegetables must she sell to earn her cruap money? 
2 . J~unt Mary pays me 12 cents f or every p ound of her h ome -
made fudge I sell. ~he is paying me commi ssion at a rate of 
15}~ . How much must the f'udg e sel l for per pound? 
0 . Last summer Dick mowed lawns on summer e states for Mr . 
Green. Dic k was paid 8/o commission. How many dollars' wor t h 
of J..aws must Dick have mowed if Mr . Gr een paid Dick ~;76 . 50 at 
the end of the s~~er? 
4 . Dad hired a lawyer to collect some o l d bills owed him 
by former customers. The lawyer was to be paid lO~b of a.Ll he 
could collect . He called Dad the next d~ and thanked Dad i'or 
g iving him the chance to earn $ 65 so easily. How many dollars' 
worth of ola biLLs must he have colle c ted to earn that much·? 
5 . Jack is trying to earn the money f or a bicycle . He 
can buy one with no down payment if he can p~y ~8 a week on the 
bicycle . He is paid a c 01mnission of G5 ;fo f or selling magazine 
subscriptions . How many aollars' worth of subscriptions must 
he sell each week to be able to swing the $ 8 payments'? 
6. N~ . Green made ~lb conmiss ion selling a washing ma -
chine . He is paid 12 l/2% commis sion . How much aid he sell 
the washing machine i' or to earn the ~?15? 
7. Joe broke a window next door . It cost his Dad t 3.60 
to have it fixed. If Joe sells strawberri es f'or a farmer, and 
is p a i d 15% co~nission , how mEmy dollars' worth of berries must 
he s e ll to repay h i s Dad for t h e broken window '? 
8 . lvi r . G-reen wants to buy a rowboat c osting s"·go . If he 
takes a spare time job selling picnic tables and benches , and 
receives a com..rnissi on of oO~s , how many dol lars 1 worth of tables 
and benches must he sell to earn the money for the boat? 
9 • •. Ir . Jones charg es 5% commissi on for selling real estate 
What was the selling price of a house which gave Mr . Jones a 
corn ... >nission of $ 475? 
10. If you are offered a sunnner job at a salary o:f ~ :· 2 5 a 
week , and another sales j ob at a commis sion of lO~'o , hO'JII many 
dollars' worth of sales must you produce a week in order to 
e arn at ~east ~25? 
II 
II 
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VII PER CENTS IN BUSINESS 
To the teacher: 
Sheets on the following topics are i ncluded in this section : 
roblems on Profit and Loss which involve the use of 
both Ca s es I and II 
I' Suggested termlnology might include: cost, sell ing 
~~~ price, margin, overhead expenses, prof it, loss, markup , marked 
price , s al e price , etc. 
There must be an underst anding of both Cases I and II 
before these problems are presented. 
_. - --~----===-~ ==-c=-=-=-= 
PER C..:!iYTS I N BUSTN Sr' 
Remembe r: The Se lling Pri c e is t h e sum of the cost p lus the 
overhead expens es p l us t n e p rof it. The expenses and the prof it 
~ake u p the margin or mark-up. If the cost p lus the expenses 
are g r en t er than the s e l l ing price , there i s a los s on the s a le 
1 . Mr . Green buys j a ckknives f or 7 5 cent s an d sel l s them 
for ; 1 . 25 . "'he mark-up o r mar g in is how much? This marg in is 
what per cent of the cost? ~hat per cent o f the sellin" pri ce? 
~ . I f Mr . Black f i gures h i s expenses to be 40% of the 
first cost , anct his profit t o be 1 0% of the f irst cos t, what 
· ct oes he allow f or marg in on a .--.-4 article? or h ow muc h does 
he sell it? 
3 • . d ealer paid 70 cents each f or some calendars . He 
f i g ured h is expenses were .L4 cent s on each . I f he sell s them 
for ~ 1, what pe r cent o f profit is t here on the se l ling pri ce? 
4 . A storekeeper b ou ght cb ila ren's sidewalk tra ctors f or 
~~24 and sold them f or $ 29 . He 1'igured his expenses as 1 2 1/i:: ;b 
of the cost . ·:vhat wa s his profit on each tr a ctor? '1 hat was 
his per cent of p rofit on his f irst cost? 
5 . Jim b oug h t a secondhand radio f or $ 9 . 50 . Hi s expe nses 
were ;~ . 40 f or a tube , and 1 0 cents f or a dial bulb . He s old 
it f or ·:· 1 5 . His profit was what per cent of the s elling price? 
6. lf.r . ~· hit e fi g ures his e xpenses and p rofit as per cents 
on ~he selling p r i ce . He se l ls a ctine tte set f or t l 5b . His 
expenses are ~5%, and his profit 8 }b of this selling price . 
What was h i s marg in? 1.·v hat must his orig inal cost have b een ? 
7 . ~.,t;:r . Green p ays $ 7 . 50 f or a t ermis rac1cet . His expenses 
averag e ~8;& and. b.is p r ofit l~ ;~ of the cost . At what price d oes 
he sell -che r acket? His marg in is ... 1hat per cent of' the o r i g :t-
nal cost? 
8 . Mr . Brown bought a house f or ~8500 a nd s ola it later 
f or <Jii 833U . How much di d he lose'? 'Nhat wa s t h e p e r cent o f' 
loss based on t he cost? 
I li 9 . 1 plumber had marked a small f urnace ~)470 . Aft er hav -
i n ::>: it ar ound f' or t wo years , he a ecide d to mark it down 60%. 
1 If' h i s expenses on it h &d amounted t o ~65 , h ow much di d he lose 
I on the transaction? 
I 
10 . A desk selling f'or $18 . 75 cost the d ealer ~12 . 50 . If' 
the dif'f ere nce i n p rices was all pr ofit , what was his per cent 
of' profit based on the selling price? 
. . , t •. 
. ~ ' 
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PER CENTS I N BUS INESS (Continued) 
e 11 . An article cost the storekeeper $1~0 . He fi gured his profit as 25jb of t his cost, and his expenses on it were :;;24 . 
I 'Nhat aoes he sel.l it for'? 
12 . How much profit or los s was there to a merchant who 
sold a suit costing him :,,;24 \ n f o'r ~ii.J6 ' if his expenses were e::;5 oZ: ,. o 
of t he sel.Ling price ? 
1;) . A grocer pays 30 cents f or soap powder and sells it 
f or 3 5 cent s . His mark-up is what per cent of the selling 
price? 
14. A divan cost t he dealer ' 1 "' 0 ::;; 0 • He allowed 10~6 of this 
cost for expenses, and 15% of i t for profit . How much profit 
did he make'? Wha t were his expenses '? How much did he se l l it 
for? 
15. A cabinet marked $100 cost the aeale r ~?60. His ex-
penses on it were $16. vi/hat was hi s profit? VVhat per cent of 





VIII SIMPLE INTEREST 
• To the teacher: 
I Sheets on the following topics are included in this section: 
I Simple interest problems in which the time is expressed as years, months or days 
I 
I In order to successfully do these sheets the children 
I must be familiar with the inf'ormation l.isted at the beginning 
of the sheet under iiRemember" . 
It would be advisable to explain the difference betwe 
the rate the bank pays to savings account holders and the rate 
it charges borrowers. Promissory notes shou~d be discussed be -
fore doing the sheets--exp~ain the fact that individuals who 
loan money usually dO not collect the interest until the face 
of the note is repaid, whereas banks collect their ~ntere st in 
advance. 
SIMPLE INTEREST 
Remember: Interest is money paid for the use of money . The 
money borrowed or loaned is called the principal. Interest is 
st a ted as a certain per cent of the principal~ -this per cent 
is called the rate of interest , and is stated as a per cent 
per year. The time is the number of years, months, or day s 
during which the money ~s borrowed or loaned. Sometimes when 
money is b orrowed, the principal and the interest together 
(called ~he amount) are paid back at the end of ~he stated time~ 
A statement of this kina is known as a promissory note. When 
borrowing from a b a nk, they frequently subtract their interest 
i n advance, and g ive you the balance of the loan you asked for. 
There i s a f ormula by which all .such examples can be done: 
I equals p x r x t Interes~ equals principal time s the 
rate, time s the ~ime. (In u s ing this 
formula, the time is always expressed 
in relati on ~ o a year. 3 years is 3 
2 1;8 ye ars 





4 mos. is 4 
~ 
1 
Roug hly 30 das. to 
the month x 18 mos. 
for the 36U days.) 
1. How much will the interest be on a loan of $450 at 4% 
for two years? What is the total amount owed at the end of the 
two years? 
2 . •!ir. Green len~ a neighbor ~?400 for ::::: 1/::::: years. He 
charg ed him 3% interest. How much interest did Mr. Green re-
ceive·? V'Jhat was ~he total. cost ~o the neighbor'? 
o . vi r . Jones needed $ 6UO for 4 months. He can b orrow it 
at oJ6 from a friend. How much interest wi l l he owe? 
4. Fina the amount due on $ 150, borrowed for ~ years at 
4 1/:::::% interest. 
5. Sue borrowed $ 200 from her uncle so she could take a 
business course. A year and a half later she was able to repay 
him with .J1o interest . \·hat was her total payment to him? 
I 
6 . How much will t he interest be at the end of 6 months on 
a loan f or $25U at 5%? 
SDIIPLE INTEREST (Continued) 
7 . Mr. BlacK borrowed $800 at 6%. He paid. up fully. after 
2 years, 9 months. Nhat was his tot a l payment? 
8. Find the interest on $35U at o% for 1 yr . 6 mos . 
9. Mr . Black finaliy paid his friend the note he owed for 
$450, after o yrs . l mo. He paid him 5% interest . What did he 
owe altog ether? 
10. Find the interest and amount on a loan of $3600 for 9 
mos. at 4;:6 . 
LL . Mr . Brown lent Mr . Black ~~400 for 4 months. If Mr. 
Brown c harged 5% interest , how much i nterest did he receive? 
How much did r~ . Brown receive altogether? 
12. To s tart a business Mr. V•lhi te borrowed . 460 at 6%. 
After 60 days he paid. off the loan. Bow much interest was due? 
13 . What is the interest on ~;72U for 96 days at 6 ~0? 
14 . Find. t he interest on &~170U f or 9~ days at 57&. 
15. A contractor needed ~8,000 . If he paid it up after 66 
days, and was charged 0% interest, what did the interest cost 
him? 
16 . Jack's father borrowed ~900 fr om a bank for 4 months. 
The bank charged 4% interest , and took its interes t in advance. 
How much money aid Jack ' s father receive on the loan? 
17. How much will the bank g ive me on a $360 loan f or 120 
days, if they charg e me 5%? 
1 8 . A bank .Lent, ~armer Brown f~ l..tiO for 6 months, lb days . 
They charged him 6%. What did they charge for interest? 
19. Mr. B.Lack borrowed $1~50 from the bank for ;5u aays . 
The bank charg ed 67{ interest , pey abJ.e in advance . How much did 
Mr. Black receive? How much did he repay? 
20. Mr . White borrowed $75u fr om the bani{ and pai d them 5% 
int erest . He p romised to repay in b months . How much interes t 
was he charged? How much a i d he receive when he first got the 
loan? 
IX BUDGETS 
To the teacher: 
Sheets on the following phases of budge ts are included in 
section: 
~roblems on budgets, the solution of which will 
necessitate a knowledge of both Cases I and I I . 
Give the children a good definition of a budget. Dis-
cuss the different organizations that may use budgets--as: the 
nation, the state, the town or city, the school department, a 
priva te business, or the family. Discuss the usual classifica-





.. _ .. :'.~ 
BUDGETS 
Remember: -'\ budget is a p lan £'or spending money . The var ious 
items in a budget are expressed as per cents of the money to be 
spent. They always ~otal l Ou%, or al~ of the money . 
1. If the family income is if:3,000, and they allow GO% of 
it for Rent, ~5% for F ood , 15~ for Clothing , 15% for Savings , 
10/b !'or Advancement, 8% for Operating Expenses, and 7 % for a 
Reserve Fund, how much aid they allow annually for each item? 
~. Mr. Jones earned ~~0 , 600 last year. He spent $720 f'or 
Rent , ~900 for Food, ~480 for Clothes. ~hat per cent of his 
income did he spend for each item? 
3 . The Black's monthly budget allowed ~p 50 for Food , ~;530 f' o .. 
Clothlng , ; ·5u t or Shelter , $20 :ror Operating Expenses, $16 .for 
Advancement, .jp~u 1'or Saving s, and ~? 14 .for a ll other expenses. 
What were their total monthly expenses? What per cent did they 
allow for each part of their bu aget? 
4 . The Greens' income is $ 4,000 a year. They budge t as 
follo ·w s : Food, 27 /G, Shelt er 83,%, Clothin g 127; , ;)avings 12%, 
Recreation and Educat ion 9%, and Miscellaneous 17'/o . How much 
did they allow for each'? How much do they plan to save each 
month'~ 
5. If a family earning $2,400 a year spends 40% for Food, 
25 jS for Shelter , 15.% 1'or Clothi n g , 18/& for Miscellaneous Ex-
penses, and saves the rest , how much d o they allow for each of 
the five items? 
6. A family wi th an income of $ 50 we ekly allows ;;ii lG for 
Food , ~9 for Rent , $6 for Clothing , ~4 r or Lunches, $5 for 
rrransportation , :~ 2 for Re creation, iji) 8 for Insurance, and the 
rest for .Savings. VI/hat per cent do they allow fo r each? 
7. The Blacks spend ~O% of their yearly ~4,000 income .for 
Fooa . The 1 ~hites spend .::;5;% of' their ~p ;::; , soo income for Food. 
How much d oes each family spend'? 
8. Dad ~aved ~300 last year for our vacati ons. He spent 
$75 on a fishing trip, ~p 90 for summer camp f or me , and $85 on 
mother's visit to her sister Jane's. With the rest of the 
money we all took a camp at Green Lake over Labor Day. What 
per cent of the vacation money was spent on mother '? On Dad ? 
On me? On the three of us ~ oge~ner? 
BUDGETS (Continued) 
9 . A trucki n g concern f i gures it spends 40% of its income 
on salaries, 30 % on. g as and oil, 10~ on repairs and upkeep on 
its trucks , 10% on advertising, and the rest f or a reserve 
fund. The month they dtd ~~ 10, 000 worth of trucking, ho v., much 
should they have p~t into advertising ? Into their reserve f und 
10. Jack earns $8 a week workin g after school. He g ives 
37 1/:.:: ;& of it to his mother for his clothes, uses 12 1/2%' for 
bus fare, and is saving the rest towards a bicycle. I f the 
bicycle is going -co cost ~ji52, how many weeks wi ll it take him 
to earn it? 
.-j Q'fl 
~~. ( . ·-, 
ANSWERS TO THE EXERCISES AND PROBLEMS 
Page 34 The Whole Equals l002b 
, 1. ~2af 2 . 3% 3. 52% 4 . 80% ,.., ;a 
6. 85% 7 . 75% 8. 2 0% 9. 70% 
11. G5% 12 . 2~% 13 . ~5% 14 . 2 0% 
1. Page 3 5. Changing De c imals to Per Cents 
I 2% 
95% 
l z 1; 4%, 
6 C-/3% 
24% I I 
I 
145% 





:c . 25% 
18% 62 . 5%, 62 1/2% 
80% 1 . 5 %, 1 1/2% 
92 4/5%, 92 . 8% 60% 
44 4/9% 71 ~/7% 
33 . 7%, 33 7/10% 33 1/3% 
300% 
100% 
1~8 .7~, ~18 ~/4% 
1~7. 570, 137 1/2% 






5 . 80% 
10 . 87 .1% 












!. page 36 Changin g Complete Decimals to Per Cents 
' 37 . 5% 
1
87.5% 
55 . 9% 
181 . 3125% 
:i 14 . 4% 
1 
Page 36 
11 16 . 7% 
1 69.8% 
II 88.9% : 74 . 4~& 








25 . 4% 
51.075% 
34.1875% 
Nearest Tenth of a Per Cent 
18.8% 
6 . 2% 
71 . 4% 
81. 3% 
35 . 6% 
46. 2% 
59 . 3% 
42 . 9 % 
~-66. 5 ;b 
6 . 4 ~t 






76 . 6/6 
9 . 1% 
32.3;.& 
38.9% 

































92 1/ 2~6 
88 8/9% 
66 2/ 3Jb 
18 "6/ 4% 
81 1/4:% 
Page 37 Fractions to Complete Decimals to %s 
11 4~ .5% 
56.25% 
il 81.25% 











Page 37 Nearest Tenth of a Per Cent 
38 . 5 % 








il Page ~8 Review 
'1 320% 




2 1/2 %, 
2.5% 
145% 
11 1/4 ~~ , • 25% 
I 112 1/2%, 
. . at 
'.'112, 5/-., 



































































37 1/ 2%, 



















.125 .075, .0~5, .403 II .358 
II .07 1/~ .o~ 1;2 
.199 1.85 .003 .0016 .885 
I' • 00 3/':{., .155, 
2.80 .11 1;9 .05 3/4, 
jl .0042 6/7 .15 1/2 .0575 
.oo 3/4 , .oo 1/2, .01 3/10, .oo 7/8, .01 i::./3 
.0075 .005 .013 .00875 
Page 6tJ Chansifi€i ~&s to Whole or Mixed Numbers 
1 2 
3 1/4 2 4/5 5 1 1/4 
 5/8 1 3 3/10 1 2/3 3 2/5 
I 1 9/10 3 7/10 2 1/::: 1 1/6 2 7/10 
1\ 1 17;20 1 16/B5 1 17/50 3 17/100 5 1; 100 
'1 1 11/~5 2 1/25 1 5/6 1 3/8 9 
2 3/20 3 1/8 4 3/5 1 1/GO 3 1/3 
li 4 3/25 2 1/10 3 3/4 2 8/25 1 4/25 
1
11 13/100 1 33/50 2 11/50 4 11/25 1 7/20 
Page 40 Changins; Per Cents to Fractions 
·. 1/10 7/50 2/25 1/20 1 3/5 
9/20 2/5 19/20 2 1/5 3 3/20 
18/25 29/50 7/10 1 13/20 2<:::/ 25 
4/25 2 9/10 1 17/25 16/25 1 1/20 
1/6 7/8 5/6 5/8 1/3 
1/8 1/16 1/12 1/15 1/9 
3/16 6/7 4/9 5/7 2/9 
II 
1/11 5/9 1/7 3/7 8/9 
11 3 3/20 1/40 1 3/8 2 1/5 9/40 
1 2/7 2 1/16 1/40 3/8 9/200 
j, 49/200 8/125 1/16 7/8 3/80 
I 9/160 1 5/8 1 1/10 2 2/9 3/40 
! Page 41 Fractional. Equivalents 
I 44 4/9% 18 3/4 % 26 2/3% 18 2/11% 71 6/7% 
II 7 112 % 77 7/9% 73 1/3% 93 ".5/ 4% 22 1/B % 
56 l/ 4 %' 55 5/9% 92 1/.C% 43 3/4% 13 1/3% 
1 93 1/G/~ 88 8/9% 52 1/G% 45 5/11% 81 1/4% 
,, 
II 














1 . 87 l /4::: 
. 0 5 
.75 
I 
Review Equivalent Forms 
.12 1/2 
. 33 1/0 












. 7 1/2 
'i Pa ge 43 Review--Equivalent Forms 
1/4% 
1/8 
II 3/ 8 








































$ 3 .12 
t 40.14 
62.25 
. $ .14 
$ . 95 
50% (30) 
25% (1) 
~2 1/ 2% ( 24) 
.04 ( 6) 
87 1/2% (7} 
lOO.?b ( 26 ) 
. 6 (17) 
4 (4) 

























90% (12 ) 
83 1/0% ( 15) 
1.375 (11) 
33 1/3% (19) 
.05 (8) 
70~~ (22 ) 
1/6 (10) 
1% (28) 
















\ Page 47 Case I 




;; '1 . 32 
~3 . 91 
:~2 . 07 





lj Page 48 Case I 
Nearest Cent 
$1 . 69 
$7 . 75 
$ . 48 
$3 . 12 
~~17. 52 
$9 . 92 
$4 . 85 
Less Than lUO% (dec.) 
'l ~ . 3 9 
," . 75 
$24 . 51 
$1.49 
'1 . 80 
~j; l . 77 
$2 .46 
1 l) ~ 67 . 20 2) 26 words 3} 27b ., ~~ g . 
trees 6) 40 . 5 (40 1/2) gal. 7) $54 
10) Tom $19 .76, Dick $16 . 64 , Joe ~p l5 . 60 
4) 58 lbs. 5) 405 














Page 49 Case I Quarters and Halves 
48 36 24 
~h 9 i 2 . 8 ~ .90 •gil . 80 $2 . 70 
16 32 48 
63 21 84 
~plO $30 $ 20 
18 54 
@108 . 25 13. 2 $29 . 70 
$11 . 22 .hl4 . 99 $9 . 36 
.·3 . 98 $ . 72 i 9 . 34 $315 . 60 $2 . 40 3 . 15 
' ~p2 . 67 $2 . 25 ~2 . 50 
..p l6 . 50 $13 . 50 <JP3.75 
$16 . 50 ·: 18 . 75 
Page 51 Case I Quarters and Halves , Ne arest Cent 
:;~ 2 . 15 - ~4 . 31 $1 . 00 
~2 .44 $1.00 f,$ . 49 
~60 ;jii . 89 <!' ~~ 1. 63 
·~4 .'.49 $6 . 38 g2 . 38 $3.49 $1 . 95 ,5 . 66 
~2.48 $13 . 88 . 99 
$3 . b3 ~~21 . 24 
Page 52 Case I Quart.ers and Halves 
1) $40 2} 85 cents 0) ~24.25 4) $ 2 5) 15 members 
6) 12 hens 7) $ . 45 8) 600 t ickets 9) $9 10) 488 chil-
dren 11) ·112 . 50 month, ~~l , 350 year 12) ~p 36 . 30 13 ) $11.. 90 




11 Page 53 Case I Fif'ths and Tenths 
I' 27 3 24 24 
II 54 14 16 36 
I 27 1 21 8 
6 9 20 63 
11 64 21 30 18 
1 3~ 300 10 $ .25 50 2 4 15 
27 8 35 "2.04 
I $ . 6 -!i $ .78 $ . 57 12-~6 $6. u0 $5.88 _$3.8U 2.64 
I 
j! $ . 46 $ .80 ~3.55 ~3.18 $ .53 .. $1.79 ii!i1.93 $2.81 
I ;{ji . 50 ~34.15 $.G'% ; 5.36 
r ,. i 1.44 $~ .54 2.60 I ~;:g~ ~1>4 . 7 5 ~ .43 $3.87 
Page 54 Case I Fifths and Tenths 
I 1) $4.75 2) 450 chicks lived, 5 U died 3) 12 games 4) $1.5 
1, 5) L~O students 6) 1887 accidents 7) $366 8) 14U pages 
11 9) 464 local. fans 1U) $15 
II 











.. $ .84 
\1i4 • ..i..8 
$ . ~n 



























l .r> ... 
" Page 56 Case I Thirds and S1xths, Nearest Cent 
1 . 0 .) 
"" l.bO ~h . 46 
:i;> . 99 
... . 66 


















:d) 4tl l.32 3) $ 407.50 4) $9 5) 420 hens . 6) 60 











~~01 . 50 
~16 . 50 
4 .8 






















n::! . ~o 
$1 .98 
$5.59 






















5li3 .59 ~5 .63 
$ 2.56 
lfu9.19 ) o 
5. 26 
2.99 
11) 4 pupils absent, 28 pupils present 2) $3o 3) 21 players 
, 4) 108 pages 5) 5 pupils 6) 12 1/2 in. 7) 18 3/4 d ays 
,8) 60 turkeys 9) 120 chi.la.ren 10) 6 l/ 4 . .A. potatoes, 1 1/4 .A. 
corn 2 1 2 A. eas. 

4 6 5 10 7 
14 21 35 42 28 
6 9 15 18 12 
18 27 45 54 36 
I Page 65 Case I Per Cents Gr eater Than 100~ 
I $90 $27 . 50 $408 
I! 
-~88 $87 . 55 $126 
S~330 ,390 . 08 t 451 . 50 
I ! 37 . 50 180 . 104 
I 96 ~37 . 44 $459 
,I 
$38 . 40 ~36 ~ .. 133 
~860 $652.50 
!8 . ~5 <)l· ~50 . 40 '+r8 . 44 
'l?8 . 33 $14 . 28 $58 . 58 
$38 . 33 ' 5 . 93 eli-·:?22 . 00 
rn;g . 46 $ 5 . 02 ~4.13 
I ~6 . 65 $10 . 50 9 . 41 $5 . 38 $ 8 . 72 $4 . 94 
I tf 8 ""9 $ 4 . 02 :w .•. o 
I 
, Page 66 Case I Per Cents Greater Than 100~ 
lj 1) 5000 doz . 2) $1700 3 ) $50 4) 6 ft . 5) 1960 pupils 
6) ~189 7) ~2 . 75 8) $1125 . 60 9 ) 180 sq . ft. 10) ~848 
Page 67 Case I Per Cents Less Than 1% 
~ . 2 5 $ . 08 $ . 05 $ .05 
. 38 ~ . 01 $ . 72 r5 "·4 $ .96 $2 . 63 . 0  
4 $1 ~ .Q6 . 03 $ .01 "$ .01 . • 03 $ . 45 
$ . 20 $1 . 50 $ . 75 ~ .90 
: . 75 t · 90 , 1. 20 . 90 ~1.80 . 55 1.60 $3 . 60 
$1 . 25 
:1 Page 68 Case I Nearest Cent Review 
! · 98 ~~:1 . 58 ~1 . 20 
:l;\ . 10 ~3 . 06 ~ 1 . 13 
~s . 63 B1. 52 $~ . 52 1. 36 t 6. 57 d . 82 
1 . 44 ~5 . 63 $4~ . 67 
't;)('? . 66 1. 42 $1 . 85 




$ .10 $ .03 
.. ·'17.54 $ 3.66 
I ~ -13 $ .05 
! .09 $4.12 
.24 $ .03 
w•21 $ 6.83 
$ .02 $18.31 








I $ 4 .50 $ 4.90 I <ll'24 $ .12 ' ri' 
II 
$ 4.50 $54 
$ 44 f.1.50 
i 3 '*' 4.50 
II 5 $ .04 
.I 
'!!' 
$ .31 $ .02 
' 









, 15, $il5. 60 
~;24, $;22 .91 
~22, ~.21 . 58 










130.15 35. 20 1.70 
$ 63. 2 0 
$ 40 .96 
$7. 28 
$ 101,11 ~~ 105. 30 




$13, $1 :C . 35 
$ 40, ~~41. 08 
$.60, $. 65 
$1.11, 
' di.-o 10 di· •:; ... 15 ~iP " • , t{.\) ~ • 




~pl8 . 68 
$ .75 










; '1 .05 
$8.40 
$5, $ 5.10 
$30, 19!;29. 2 5 
$9, 1'8.28 
$21, , 20.30 
$7 .50, $.7 . 35 
$26' ~i24. 96 
• 
$5.50, $ 5.39 
75, 73.5 
70, 69 .75 
( 69 3i 4) 
18, 17.954 
$.4 , $ 4.08 
$1, 1:~1.01 
1 .. . . . 





Page 71 Estimating and Underlining Probable Answer 
Pag e 72 
6% of 40 2 
80% of 60 41! 
71% of 300 t3l0 
9% of 49 --s 
48% of 105 50 
65% o f 12 8 
76% of' 20 15 
13F of 64 8.48 
11~0 of ~:;4.98 ~ .50 
69 % of ;:,ji70 $49 
Case I Increase 























39% of 2 50 100 
24% of 200 5'0 
32% of 15 ~ 
63% of 160 100 
88% of 56 ~ 
41% of 400 160 
26% of 48 ~ 
34% of ~150 ·~ 
17 % of ~23 $3. 98 

























Page 74 Case I Increase and Decrease 
t3275 pupils 2) $147 3) $8. 22 4) $3760 5) 108 I 1) 
6) 56 cents 7) 140 lbs. 8) $.5 . 10 9) 27t3 children 
1 0 ) $275.04 
-----
lbs. 
Page 77 Case II Quarters and Ha l ves 
257b 251& 75 % 
50% 7 5% 25/& 
50% 25o;' 50% /o 
50% 75% 50% 
25Jb 50% 75'/o 
50% 25% 75'/o 
m' 25~ 25;b I 
Case II Fifths and Tenths 










Page 78 Case II Quarters and Halves 
I 
Il l) 7b% 2) 25% 3) 25% 4} 50% boys, 5 0% girls 5) 25% 
6) 75% 7) 50% 8) 75% 9) 25% 10) 7b% 
Page 79 Case II Fifths and Tenths 
l) 20% ~) 80% ~) 40% 4) 80% 5) 70% 6) <JOfo 7) 30% 
8) " - o<' 9) 10% 10) 60$ 4U ;o 
Page 8 0 Case II Thirds and Sixths 
36 l/6% 66 2/3/b 83 1/3 ~0 
16 2/;Yjb 33 l/3% 83 1/;j% 
33 1/3% 33 1/3% 16 2/3% 
86 1/6% 33 1/3% 66 2/3% 
33 1/3% 66 2/3% 66 2/'6% 
16 2/3% 83 1/37~ 16 2;3% 
II 
16 2/3% 83 1/3% 
Case II Eighths 
37 1/2% 62 1/2% 
62 1/2% 12 1/2% 
37 1/2% 62 1/2% 
il 37 1/2 % 87 1/2% continued) 
12 1/2% 











Page 81 Case II Thirds and Sixths 
1) lti 2/3% 2) 33 1/3% 3) 83 1/3% 4) 66 2/3% 5) 83 1/3% 
spend, 16 '2-/6% save 6) 16 2/3% 7) 83 1/3% in limits, 16 2/3 . 
out 8) 66 t;/3% 9) 33 1/3% 10 } 83 1/3% · 
Page 82 Case II Eighths 
1) 1~ 1/B% 2) 37 1/B% 
4) 1B 1/BJb 5) 87 1/2% 
7) 87 1/B% 8) 12 1/2% 
Brother 62 1/2% 
3) 62 l/2% banked, 37 1/2% spent 
6) 87 1/2% Jack, 62 1/G% Jim 
9) 62 1/2% 10) John 37 1/2%, 





























1 Page e4 Case II Twentieths 
1.) 5% 
11 8) 5% 
H 
:j 
2) 95 ~;~ 
\:1) 15% 
;;) ) 151& 
10) 5% 




, Page 85 
I 
,I 









1 . 9J~ , 
84 8/13% 
4 1/6% 
85 5;7 J£ 
7 1/2J!; 




1 4 G/7% 
28 4/?% 
'6/5%, • 6% 
Page 85 Case II Per Cents Greater Than lOO~ 
ltJJO% 150~~ 200% 
250% 150% 250% 
110% 133 1/3% 400% 




5007"b 233 225% 
107 9/13% 125% 
'I Page 86 Case II ProbJ.ems Decima.J.s 
I, 1) 96% 2) 1::> 1/3% 3) 25% 4) 56 
I 6) 22 2/9% 7) 5;; 1/6% 8) 78 G/3% I 327~ lunches , 40% carfare, 6% saved. 
1/4% 5) 18 1/3% 
9) 28% 10) 2G% movie s, 
I' Page 87 
1
1 1) 250% 
11 7) 2~b% 
I 
I 






Cas e II Per Cents Greater Than lOO% 
2) 133 1/3% 3) 150% 4) '600% 5) 106.% 
B) '625% 9) 175% 10) 1050% 
6) 122% 
Nearest Whole Per Cent 
--4 ,-,It 






















55 . 2'/o 
4 . 0% 
40.6% 
41.4% 




2 ) 66% 
9 ) 49% 
3} 91% 4) 55% 5) 64% 6) 57% 7) 97% 




























.693 St. Louis 
. 658 Cincinnati 
.573 New York 
. 514 Pittsburgh 
. 395 Milwaukee 
.289 Philadelphia 
.139 Chicago 
.889 Boston Univ . 
.819 Northeastern 
.814 Harvard 




. 431 Hill 
. 408 Kelly 
.340 Tripp 
IPage 92 Case II Increase and Decrease 
f 33 1/3% 
f 16 2/3% 
~ ~g~ 
- 16 2/3% 





~ 66 2/3% 
r 33 1/3% 
3 0;b 






















- 12 1/2% 
- 10% 
.;. 12 1/2% 
- ·-1 ~,_ 
..i.... . .. • . 
Nearest Whole Per Cent 
f 26 % f 2od - 19% 1<:;% G ,10 -
.f 16% - 11·:1& s et f. 6% ,o 
-
2l(o f ''>61 ~ 78% .,. 29% ~ ,. o .;. 2~ % f 31 70 6% - 19% I 
-
14;-b 
- 12 ~6 5 % - 47 /; 
1 Page 93 Per Cent of Increase and Decrease 
1) f 30 1/3% 2) f 20 % 3) - 3'0% 4) .f 12% 5) - ::::5% I 
li s) 
-f 5% 7) - 33 1/3% 8) .,. 50% 9) 25"1 10) .f 56~b - /0 
'j Page 94 Cases I and II 
II 33 1/3%' 15 20% 120 40% $ .40 
I 62 1/2% 84 25~6 
II 1.08 50,% ~2.50 
70% 75'/o $2 .40 
:I 16 '4/3 % 20 '(5 SOP $ 4.20 ;o 
II $1 .44 56% $ 14.40 
,I 
88 8/9 % 73.50 18 3/4% 
$ 10.08 88 4/17% $1.76 
I 
~9.75 46 2/6% 7 1/2%, 7.5% 
53 1/~% $ .51 40% 
' $ 99 30 10/23% 85 5/7% 
f?25. 9 2 $1.20 









~p7 . 50 
:'•7. 50 



















Page 97 ase III Fractions 
1) ~10 
6) ;' ' .i6 
~) $48 0) 300 pages 4) bO years b) BO ex . 
7) eo games 8) 90 lbs. 9) 66 2/3%, '6 .• 60 10) $6 
Page 98 Case III Decimals 
l) $250 month , $3000 year 2) ·- ~98 
6) ~800 7 ) ~400 8) 92%, $ 8500 
3) $15 
9) ~015 
4) $ 5 5) $960 
l U) 68%, '125 












































1) 1 1;:! 1;;.::::;% 2) 4 children, $1.~ 0 0) 4 cookies 4 ) 1;:! 60 ill , 
1 60% 5) 40 marbles 6) 87 1/G% 7) 75 cows , 45 pig s, 30 
l
horses 8) $700 9) 22 ang el, 10 chocolate, 4 coconut, 2 
s ponge , 2 s pice cakes 10) 192 fruit , 11G veg., 16 meat 
11) 10% 12) $ 4 13) 45 questions 14) $ 3 bat, $4.50 glove , 
1
$7.50 left . 15) 25% 16) $ 60 17)_ 2% 18) $200 19) 62 
games 20) *.> 50, 24% cabins, 18 4/5%, 18.8;G food, 32 3/5%, 32.6% 
1
car , 24 '6/5%, 24.6% souvenirs. 
!Page 103 Discount I 
1
1) $6.49 . 2) $1 .80 saved, '2. 70 paid 3) ~9. 7 5 4) ~58. 50 
less by ijp4.75 5) archery $2.~8 6) '18.80 7) '2.50 save, 
$ 1::: .50 cost 8) $44.20 9) $ 29 .75 10) $75.40 11) -··3.75 
12) $650 16) ~99 .75 14) $1605 15) $262 . 80 16) $ 2.45 
17) ~p l2 18 ) ,'3.38 19) $10.50 20) <,' 25.16 
Page 105 Discount II 
1) ~~ .75 s aved , 60% 2) 16 2/ '6'/o 6) 16% 4) 151b 5) '67 l/2~b 
6) 16% 7) 20% 8) 4~ 6/7% 9) 60 c ents saved, 16 ~/3%, 
10) 6 22/163% 
Page 106 Chain Di scount 
I 
11 1) .'·457 .90 
I
ll 6) ~;> 1084 . 86 
costs $77.60 
2) $405 3) ~25.20 
7) $71.8~ 8) ~1.50 
10) $~234 .40 
4 ) 047.25 5) $7 . 20 
9) 2nd costs $76 . 50, lst 
Page 108 Commission . I 
1) 17 cents 2) ~~5, ~105 _ 3! ~7~?~ $24,250 4) $14.70 
5) ~4615 . 20 6) $360 7) $1.~0, ~iU.8U 8) $19 ,200 9) $39.22 
10) .·5 . 25 , $99.75 11) $416 . :::: 5 12 ) *31. 20 13) $49 
I 14) ~7~4.06 (cent nearest) 15) $15,900 16) $92.84 
17) $77.40, $567.60 18) $23.58 (nearest c ent) , $834.02 
19) $50 salary and commission; ~60 commission only; 20) $426 .36 
Page 110 Rate of Commiss ion II 
1) 4% 
I 7) '60 % 




1) . ~ 125 




4) 18% 5) 4 1/2%, 4.5% 6} 4% 
10) 12 1/2% radio; 15% rug . 
Amount of Sales III 
2) 80 cents ~) $956 . G5 4) $ 650 
8) $300 9) ~9500 10) $250 
Per Cents in Business I and II 
5) :jp32 6) $ 120 
- J08 
1) oO cents margin, 66 ~13% on Cost , 4u% on S . P. 2 ) ~2 , ' 6 
3) 16% 4) $2 , 8 1;3% 5) 20% 6) ~49 .50, $100.50 7) $10.5 , 
40% 8) $170, ~% 9) $76 10) 33 1/3% 11) $174 12) $3 
profit 13) 14 2;7% 14) $16 expenses, ~~ 24 profit, ~~200 S .P. 
15) ~24 profit, 24% on S.P., 40% on c. 
Page 116 Simple Interest 
1) $36, $486 2) 130, $430 3) ~10 4) $163.50 5) $209 
6) t 6.25 7) $ 932 8) i l5.75 9) ~519.38 {nearest cent) 
10) ~108, $3708 ll) @40, ~2440 12) $4.60 13) $11.52 
14) $ 21.96 (nearest cent} 15} $ 44 16) $ 888 17) $354 
18) ~~.80 19) $1243.75, ~l2b0 20 ) ~25 , $7G5 
Page 119 Budgets 
1) .~ 600 Rent , {-750 Food, $450 Clothing, $450 Savings, $ 300 Ad -
vancement, :;pG40 Operating Expenses, $210 Reserve 2) 20% Rent , 
25% Food , 1;,; l/3;6 Clothing 3) $200 , 25% Food, 15 % Clothing, 
25% Shelter , 10% Operating Expenses, 8% Advancement, 10% Sav-
ings, 7% Others 4) :t!> l080 Food, $920 Shelter, ~j? 480 Clothing, 
$ 480 ~avings , ~360 Recrea~ion and Education, $ 68U Miscellaneous 
~4U s aved per month 5) $960 Food, $600 Shelter, ~300 Clothing, 
:jp 43G Misc., $4~ Savings 6) 24% F'ood, 18% Rent, 12% Clothing , 
8% Lunches , 10% Transportation, 4% Recreation, 16% Insurance, 
I
ll 8}& savings 7) .:·8uv Blaeks; ~i70U Whites 8) 28 1/ 3.% Mother, 
25.1~ Dad, 30% Me, 16 2/3% Us 9) ~~1000 Advertising , $5000 Re-






SUM:W.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It has been the writer's experience in the regular 
classroom, with its share of pupils who learn slowly, that it 
is necessary to provide material of the practice or drill na-
ture, if this group of children is to get a proper start in the 
subject of percentage. The ordinary textbook frequently does 
not present sufficient introductory work, nor does it progress 
with its material at a rate which is within the grasp of many 
of the children. 
Supplementary sheets, of the kind presented in this 
J study, have proven to be 
I the practice they need. 
one way to furnish the children with 
The first of these sheets have been 
designed to give the children a sound, thorough knowledge of the 
important common fraction, decimal fraction, per cent relation-
ship--authorities (cited in Chapter II) have placed particular 
stress on getting the proper understanding of these parallel 
forms before tackling the various cases of percentage. 
Finding a per cent of a number, and finding what per 
cent one number is of another number are the two cases which are 
most commonly considered in the seventh-grade course of study. 
In this thesis, the writer, in these two cases, has presented 
the common fractional equivalents in smaller groups than are 
usually found. Practice with halves and quarters (that is, 
1112 or 50%, l/4 or 25%, .3/4 or 75%) is provided f'irst, followed 
by exercises involving fifths and tenths, thirds and sixths, 
eighths, and finally twentieths. For each of these smaller 
! groups both abstract problems (exercises) and concrete problems 
I (commonly referred to simply as uproblemsu) are presented. (In 
hopes that the children will familiarize themselves with the 
equivalents, and incidentally lear.n the importance of being 
able to use all the common fractional equivalents as .automati-
cally as they do the common addition facts.) 
Due emphasis has also been placed upon the common uses 
l or Cases I and II found in such topics as commission, discount, 
simple interest, per cents in business (profit and Loss), and 
budgets. P~ease note that ample practice has been supplied on 
1 increasing or decreasing a number by a given per cent, and on 
l finding the per cent of increase or decrease upon a number. 
(The various phases of 11 increase and decrease 11 were also found 
by the authorities to be areas in which the children failed con-
sistently.) I 
It should be mentioned t hat since this study was planne~ 
primarily for the grade seven presentation of percentage, the 
writer justified her coverage of the subject after doing re-
search on textbooks, courses of study, commercially published 
testing programs, as well as attempting to p~ace proper emphasis 
on the areas found by authorities to be poor~y done by most 
children. 
--· ·-- .. }~ 
Perhaps the reader would like to review some specific 
uses which the writer makes of these sheets. It has already 
been mentioned that they may serve as practice or drill materia] 
to supplement the textbook. (Such as use of the sheets for ad-
ditional work on the fraction, decimaL per cent reLationship .) 
In some cases~ the sheets~ with their more graduaL presentation 
(such as that described under fractionaL equivalents) may be 
used as i nt roductory material before that supplied by the text. 
They have served as a means of brush-up for children 
l who have demonstrated a weakness in an area which has alre ady 
been studi ed. The child may simply be sent to the file 1 and 
asked to write out a certain sheet to help him to anal yze t he 
reason for his new difficuLty. A chi ld who has been absent may 
benefit--he can be brought up to the Level ot· the class quite 
I easily, because of the gradual way these sheets present t he ma-
l teri aL, ana because of the fact that sampLe example s are pre -
sented on each of the exercise sheets. 
The parent who wants to heLp his child is glad to have 
a copy brought home--he welcomes the sample examples, for it is 
a well-known fact that methods of yresentation change, and some-
times paren ts unwittingly confuse t he children more than they 
help them! 
The transfer student who has entered af'ter the class 
has started a particuLar phase of percentage, and needs back-
ground materiaL in order to catch up with the class, can often 
get this b a sic material with less heLp from the teacher by using 
. i/41 9 
- '"."IC I'V 
I these sheets. 
There is frequently a need for a genera~ review of cer-
tain areas to detect individua~ diffic~ties before the teacher 
proceeds to a more difficu~t step. An attempt has been made to 
\ 
set up the sheets so that the teacher may assign the exercises 
in a certain group on one or more sheets for review purposes. 
For example 1 the teacher in the study of simple interest wishes 
to be sure that the chiidren can change money answers correct~y 
to do~iars and cents. The second group on the sheets for Case I 
Halves and ~uarters, Case I Eighths, and Case I Twentieths may 
be assigned, for in each of these thare are examples in which a 
1
child has a preliminary answer such as $14 to change to dollars 
5 
and cents. 
In addition to the exercise and problem sheets pre-
sented there are review sheets interspersed in appropriate 
places, and cross references to show which sheets might logi-
cally follow one another for enrichment purposes. Please con-
sult the sheets, which are inserted between the various units 1 
with suggestions 11 to the Teacher'' for help along these lines. 
The writer has presented her study with the .earnest 
hope that it will serve her pupils, and the pupiis of others who 
have similar problems, to the end that their knowledge of per-
centage, gained in grade seven, will be more lasting 1 more in-
teresting, and more comprehensible. 
The writer would like to f'eel that the supplementary 
sheets with their gradation of exercises, the review sheets, and 
the correLateu probiems are a star.t towards a better basic 
course in seventh-grade percentage. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
1. Time did not permit the writer to do all that she de-
sired with review sheets. It is so important to have frequent~ 
weii-planned reviews to insure more permanent recall. The type 
of review which the writer suggests wouid be good f or future 
study might be called the revi ew to test or measure understand-
ing as opposed to computationa~ ability. The writer has in mind 
the multiple choice type in which probabie answers are listed--
a choice is made after the chiLd has estimated his answer--or 
the chiid may make a rapid check for the sensibiLity of the 
various choices. In other words~ the child thinks through the 
probiem instead of actualLy doing the computation, and the 
teacher can determine whether or not the child really understands 
what he is uoing! 
2. Perhaps it might be worthwhiLe to continue a col-
lection of this type of supplementary sheet to cover the more 
advanced topics under percentage which would be useu in grade 
eight. Taxation, compound intere st ~ instalment buying~ and the 
acceptabie uses of Case III wouid be suggested as a start for 
such a study. 
3. The writer would like to see a study made of the 
vocabuLary necessary for understanding the problems of percentag 
--such as the terms used in discount~ commission~ business prob-
lems of ~roflt and loss, budgets, taxation, instaLlment buying, 
I 
simple and compound interest, promissory notes, and discounting 
interest-bearing notes. It is suggested that a study designed 
to introduce each of these topics, together with reviews to 
measure the understand~g of each woula be of service to teach-
ers. 
4. The writer has often wished that she had a class 
with fewer slow learners, so that she might try teaching the 
three cases of percentage simultaneously--as some elementary 
teachers present corresponding addition and subtraction facts. 
It might be interesting to have a contro.L group of seventh 
graders study percentage in the more conventiona.L way, and an 
experimenta.L group study all cases by solving the formula 
p equa.Ls b times r (p = br). 
5. How much of' a statement o:r each examp.Le or problem 
shoula be required when a child is aoing his computation on a 
regu.Lar sheet of arithmetic paper? Mus-c the chi.Ld who can do 
the work in his head put every step of the work on his paper, 
to substantiate his answer? The writer has been perplexed about 
\ this question for some time. The i ew in her class who are cap-
able of doing parts or all of the problem mentally are required 
to put some proof on the paper, primarily to keep others from 
getting answers in unorthodox ways--the better pupil so often 
is glad to tell his answer to the less skilled pupil! This re-
sults in actually pena.Lizing those who are most menta.Lly alert. 
Do any other teachers with hete~ogeneous groups of children have 
this problem? 
6. How much estimating before doing an example , and 
checking after having done the work should be required? Isn't 
the time spent on estimating an answer important--doesn't an 
estimation give the teacher an inkling as to whether or not the 
child has an understanding of' the problem? To make a practice 
of' estimating, and later checking, gives a chi.id a feeling of 
confi dence when the habit is properly developed. Doesn't a 
ridiculous answer upset you more than one which has a slight 
1 computational error? They are both incorrect, but the former 
shows .Lack of understanding, or inability to sense the problem1 
or .Lack of number sense, or perhaps even ~ack of common sensei 
What should the standards be regarding checking--checking for 
mathematical accuracy or for a reasonable answer? 
Mos t of the suggestions for further consideration men-
tioned above are not problems which arose directly from the wo 
done on this study, but rather, their importance was accentuate 
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APPENDI X A COURSES OF STUDY 
A Course of Study in Arithmetic, Grades Seven and Eight, 
1\ Melrose, Massachusetts. 
I 
1: A Course of Study in Mathematic a for the Junior High School 
Grades, Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
li A Suggested Cotirse of Study in Mathematics for the Secondary , Schools of the State of Connecticut, Grades Seven Through 1
1 Nine, State Board of Education for Connecticut. 
I Arithmetic Courses of Study for Grades Seven, Eight, and Nine 
in Junior High School, Long Beach , California. 
I 1 Course of Study in Arithmetic, Nashville City Schools, Nash-
' ville, Tennessee. 
I Course of Study in Arithmetic, Grades Seven and Eight, Brook-
line, Massachusetts. 
I Course of Study in Junior High School Ma thematics, Plymouth, Massachusetts. 
II 
f, Functional Mathematics in 'the Secondary Schools, Sta. te Depart-
\j ment of Education, Tallahassee, Florida. 
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